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OUTPUT CIRCUIT FOR GRAY SCALE CONTROL, 
TESTING APPARATUS THEREOF, AND METHOD 
FOR TESTING OUTPUT CIRCUIT FOR GRAY 

SCALE CONTROL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to an output circuit 
for gray scale control which is used for a display apparatus 
and an output apparatus, and more particularly to a driver IC 
for performing gray scale control in accordance with an 
electrical current or Voltage, a testing apparatus thereof, and 
a method for testing the driver IC. 
0002. In general, an active matrix type image display 
apparatus includes a large number of pixels arranged in a 
matrix, and controls light intensity for each pixel in accor 
dance with given luminance information to display images. 
Therefore, a display panel having, for example, a rectangular 
shape has TFTs (Thin-Film-Transistors) which are arranged 
in a matrix and control a state of a liquid crystal or optical 
Substance, a data line driving circuit provided along upper 
and lower sides of the panel, and a gate line driving circuit 
provided at the side end of the panel. 
0003 Conventionally, image display apparatuses such as 
display panels, using liquid crystal as an optical Substance, 
have been mainstream. In these image display apparatuses, 
a liquid crystal driving circuit (liquid crystal driver) Supplies 
display information in the form of a Voltage to each pixel, 
and changes transmittances of the pixels in accordance with 
the display information. 
0004. In comparison, in recent years, proposals have been 
frequently made for image display apparatuses using an 
organic EL (Electro Luminescence) material as light emit 
ting devices. Dissimilar to liquid crystal, since the organic 
EL material itself emits light, a display panel using it offers 
advantages in that visibility is improved and no backlight is 
necessary. The organic EL material used in the display panel 
has a function of Serving as a diode and emits in reaction to 
electric current. Two driving schemes are employed for the 
organic EL panels. 

0005 FIG. 24 is a diagram for describing the driving 
schemes for the organic EL panel. 

0006. As shown in FIG. 24, a first one of the driving 
schemes for the organic EL panel is a voltage write scheme. 
In this scheme, display data is Supplied in the form of 
voltage V from a voltage driver to a TFT (low temperature 
polysilicon pixel Tr). Charges accumulated in a load Such as 
a capacitor are charged or discharged corresponding to the 
Voltage Vo, whereby a current Io is flown to an organic EL 
diode. However, there occurs a problem in that while the 
driving scheme is advantageous in that an existing liquid 
crystal driver IC technique can be used, Voltage Supply is 
unstable, thereby making it difficult to compensate charac 
teristics variations of a low temperature polysilicon TFT. 

0007. The second one of the driving schemes for the 
organic EL panel is a current write scheme. In this scheme, 
gray Scale display is controlled by changing the amount of 
current from the panel. The TFTs made of the low tempera 
ture polysilicon on the panel constitute current mirrors, to 
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which a current equal to a current I taken out from the panel 
to a signal line is flown. According to this scheme, it is 
possible to compensate TFT characteristics variations, and 
realize an organic EL panel with high image quality. 
0008. In an organic EL panel capable of performing a 
color display, pixels of three colors R (red), green (G) and 
B (blue) are arranged. In the case of the current write 
scheme, the pixel luminance is varied in accordance with 
current supplied from a current driver, thereby enabling 
pixel luminance gray scale display. 
0009 FIGS. 25A and 25B are, respectively, a circuit 
diagram showing the configuration of a conventional Voltage 
driver used for performing Voltage driving of a display 
apparatus for implementing the above-described gray scale 
display, and a graph showing the relationship between a 
power-supply potential of a power Supply Voltage Supply 
line and the distance from a power-supply Voltage Supply 
unit. 

0010. As shown in FIG. 25A, the conventional voltage 
driver (output circuit for gray scale control) includes: a 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit 1112; gray Scale control 
units 1101a, 1101b. . . . . and 1101 (N: a natural number) 
each of which are connected to the power-supply Voltage 
supply unit 1112 and has an output unit 1116; a current 
supply unit 1110 connected to the ground; a first MISFET 
1111 which is a P-channel MISFET provided between the 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit 1112 and the current 
supply unit 1110 and having a drain and a gate electrode 
connected to each other; a first node 1118 provided between 
the first MISFET 1111 and the power-supply voltage supply 
unit 1112; a gate bias supply line 1115 connected to the gate 
electrode of the first MISFET 1111; a power-supply voltage 
supply wire 1121 connected to the first node 1118 and used 
for Supplying the power Supply Voltage to each of the gray 
scale control units; a power-supply Voltage Supply node 
1117 provided on the power-supply voltage supply wire 
1121 and connected to each of the gray Scale control units 
1101a, 1101b, ..., and 1101; and resistor 1113 individually 
provided between the power-supply Voltage Supply nodes 
1117 and between the power-supply voltage supply node 
1117 and the first node 1118. Herein, there is shown an 
example that the N gray Scale control units are provided. In 
many cases, one output circuit for gray Scale control 
includes about 400 to 500 gray scale control units. 
0011. In the conventional output circuit for gray scale 
control, current mirror circuits are utilized for the gray scale 
control units 1101a, 1101b. . . . . and 1101 
0012. In specific, as shown FIG. 25A, the gray scale 
control unit 1101 a has: a P-channel Second MISFET 1102a 
and a P-channel third MISFET 1103a of which the Sources 
are connected to each other and which are connected to the 
power-supply Voltage Supply node 1117; a Voltage selection 
switch 1120a; an operational amplifier 1106a in which the 
voltage selection switch 1120a is connected to a (+) side of 
an input unit, and the output unit 1116 is connected to a (-) 
side thereof; an output-side transistor 1105a which is an 
N-channel MISFET having a source connected to the 
ground, a drain connected to the third MISFET 1103a, and 
a gate electrode connected to the output unit of the opera 
tional amplifier 1106a, a first node 1114a provided between 
the output-side transistor 1105a and the third MISFET 
1103a and connected to the output unit 1116; and an oscil 
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lation-preventing capacitor 1119a provided between wires 
connecting between the output unit of the operational ampli 
fier 1106a and the gate electrode of the output-side transistor 
and connecting between the output-side transistor 1105a and 
a second node. In addition, the second MISFET 1102a and 
the operational amplifier 1106a together constitute a differ 
ential circuit 1107a, and the third MISFET 1103a, the first 
node 1114a, the oscillation-preventing capacitor 1119a and 
the output-side transistor 1105a together constitute an output 
buffer unit 1108a. Herein, in the conventional gray scale 
control unit 1101a, electrical characteristics of the second 
MISFET 1102a and the third MISFET 1103a are homog 
enized mutually, and the gate electrodes thereof are both 
connected to the gate bias supply line 1115, thereby together 
constituting the current mirror circuit. In addition, the con 
figuration is designed such that a current I flowing through 
the third MISFET 1103a is higher than a current I flowing 
through the second MISFET 1102a in order to driving a 
load. 

0013 In the conventional output circuit for gray scale 
control, each of the Ngray scale control units 1101a, 1101b, 

. . and 1101N has the same circuit configuration as the 
above-described gray scale control unit 1101a. Each of the 
gate electrodes of the second MISFETs 1102a, 1102b, ..., 
and 1102 and the third MISFETs 1103a, 1103b, ..., and 
1103 are connected to the gate bias supply line 1115. As 
shown in FIG. 25B, equal voltages are applied from the gate 
bias supply line 1115 to the gate electrodes of these MIS 
FETs so that these MISFETs are turned on. 

0014. In addition, for the voltage selection switch, the 
conventional output circuit for gray scale control uses a 
multiplexer capable of selecting a plurality of reference 
Voltages corresponding to digital data. Voltages selected 
herein are current-amplified by the operational amplifier and 
are outputted to the panel using, for example, a liquid crystal 
or organic EL material. 
0.015 The conventional output circuit for gray scale 
control which is used for current-driving and for the current 
write-scheme employed organic EL panel has a configura 
tion including current adding-type D/A converters instead of 
the gray scale control units 1101a, 1101b, ..., and 1101 
of the output circuit for gray scale control shown in FIG. 
25A. From the D/A converters, currents having magnitudes 
corresponding gray scale data are Supplied to the TFTs and 
the pixels, thereby enabling a gray scale display with the 
organic EL panel. 

0016. The above-described output circuit for gray scale 
control which is used for current-driving can be utilized not 
only as the driver for the organic EL panel but also as a head 
of an output apparatus Such as a printer. Further, the circuit 
can also be used as a display-apparatus driver or printer head 
using an inorganic EL or LED (Light Emitting Diode) in 
addition to the organic EL. 
0017. Hereinafter, description will be given of a method 
for testing the conventional output circuit for gray scale 
control which is used for current-driving. 
0018 FIGS. 26A and 26B are, respectively, a cross 
sectional view showing a conventional probe card for testing 
the conventional output circuit for gray Scale control which 
is used for current-driving, and a block circuit diagram 
showing a cross section of the conventional probe card. 
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0019. As shown in FIG. 26A, a test of the conventional 
output circuit for gray Scale control which is used for 
current-driving is performed in Such a manner that a probe 
card 1156 which is connected, on the upper surface side, to 
a head 1153 of a semiconductor tester 1152 and has, on its 
lower surface, probes 1155 made of a conductor is mounted 
on a wafer to be tested 1151 in which a large number of 
current drivers are provided. 
0020. In specific, as shown in FIG. 26B, testing currents 
are supplied to flow from the head 1153 of the semiconduc 
tor tester 1152 in a state where a testing pad 1154 (or bump) 
provided on the wafer is brought into contact with the probe 
1156, and currents outputted from the testing bump are then 
detected. 

0021 Many organic EL diodes exhibit a peak luminance 
at a Supplied current of 1 JLA or less. As such, in an organic 
EL panel having 6-bit gray scales (64 gray scales), the 
current per gray scale is about 10 to 20 na. Therefore, the 
semiconductor tester 1152 can detect currents of about 10 to 
20 nA. Devices used herein such as the semiconductor tester, 
the probe card, jigs for connection with the semiconductor 
tester and the probe card are similar to those used for general 
wafer testing. 

0022 Hereinafter, description will be given of drawbacks 
occurring with the conventional technique. 

0023. As can be seen from FIG.25B, in the conventional 
Voltage driver, the identical gray scale control units are 
connected to the single power-supply Voltage Supply wire 
1121. Therefore, the supplied voltage drops due to the 
presence of the resistors 1113 and the like in the power 
Supply Voltage Supply node 1117 placed at a position away 
from the power-supply voltage supply unit 1112. On the 
other hand, since the potential of the gate bias Supply line 
1115 is constant regardless of the position, a Voltage Vis 
applied between the gate and the source of each of the 
Second MISFET 1102 and the third MISFET 1103 is varied 
depending on the distance from the power-supply Voltage 
supply unit 1112. 
0024. On the other hand, the oscillation-preventing 
capacitor is charged with the output current of the differen 
tial circuit (output from the operational amplifier). Gener 
ally, since a current flowing on the side of a differential 
circuit is less than that flowing on the side of an output 
buffer, the length of charging time for the oscillation 
preventing capacitor is determined depending on the current 
that flows to the differential circuit. In addition, according to 
variations in the power Supply Voltage Supplied to each of 
the differential circuit, the magnitude of the current I, is 
varied. Thus, in the conventional Voltage driving output 
circuit for gray scale control, according to variations in the 
power supply voltage that is supplied to each of the differ 
ential circuits, the magnitude of the current distributed to the 
differential circuit is varied, and charging time for the 
oscillation-preventing capacitor is also cause to vary. Con 
sequently, in the Voltage driving output circuit for gray scale 
control, the slew rate of the operational amplifier is varied 
depending on the distance from the power-supply Voltage 
supply unit 1112, and in addition, the current output from the 
output unit is varied. 
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0.025 Because of the above, defects such as screen 
display variations occur on the liquid crystal or organic EL 
panel using the conventional Voltage driving output circuit 
for gray scale control. In addition, print variations can occur 
when the conventional Voltage driving output circuit for 
gray scale control is used as a printer head. 
0026 Defects as those occurring due to the voltage drop 
occurring across the power-supply Voltage Supply wire also 
occur with the conventional current driving output circuit for 
gray Scale control that has the configuration similar to that 
of the Voltage driving output circuit for gray Scale control. 
0027. In the conventional current driving output circuit 
for gray Scale control, the current mirrors are used to directly 
distribute currents to 176 output units from the single power 
supply. While one of the output currents is input to the 
above-described gray scale control unit, a defect occurs in 
that also the output current varies in units of the output unit. 
0028. In addition, in the method for testing the conven 
tional output circuit for gray scale control, the current value 
to be detected is as small as 10 to 20. As such, a defect 
occurs in that the detection signal diminishes between the 
probe card 1151 and the semiconductor tester 1152. This is 
because the detection signal is propagated through, for 
example, the probe card 1151, a connection wire 1158, and 
jigs. This makes it difficult to test the output circuit for gray 
scale control with Sufficiently high accuracy. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0029. An object of the present invention is to provide an 
output circuit for gray scale control which is used with, for 
example, a display apparatus or an output apparatus and 
implements an excellent gray scale display, and means for 
testing a current driving output circuit for gray Scale control. 
0030. An output circuit for gray scale control according 
to a first aspect of the present invention includes a power 
Supply Voltage Supply unit; a first current Supply unit; a first 
power-supply Voltage Supply wire connected to the power 
Supply Voltage Supply unit; a second power-supply Voltage 
Supply wire connected to the power-supply Voltage Supply 
unit; a first MISFET which is provided between the first 
current Supply unit and the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 
and has a gate electrode connected to the power-supply 
Voltage Supply unit; a plurality of gray scale control units 
each having an output buffer unit including a first transistor 
connected to the first power-supply Voltage Supply wire, and 
a differential circuit including a second transistor which is 
connected to the second power-supply Voltage Supply wire 
and constitutes a current mirror together with the first 
transistor, and a bias Supply line which is connected to the 
gate electrode of the first MISFET and controls currents 
flowing to the first transistor and the second transistor. 
0031. With this configuration, since the wires are dis 
cretely provided for Supplying the power-supply Voltage to 
the differential circuit and the output buffer unit, voltage 
drops occurring in the first power-supply Voltage Supply 
wire and the second power-supply Voltage Supply wire can 
be reduced to be smaller in comparison to a case where the 
separated power-supply Voltage Supply wire are not pro 
vided. Therefore, variations in inter-gate-source Voltages or 
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inter-gate-drain Voltages of the first transistor and the second 
transistor that can occur depending the difference in the 
distance from the power-supply Voltage Supply unit can be 
reduced. Consequently, since variations in the current flow 
ing through each of the output buffer units can be reduced, 
and also variations in the current flowing through each of the 
differential circuits can be reduced, variations in the current 
to be outputted from each of the output units of the gray 
scale control units can be reduced. As such, using the output 
circuit for gray scale control of the present invention for a 
display apparatus enables display variations across the panel 
to be reduced. In addition, using the output circuit for gray 
scale control for a head of a printer enables print variations 
in the printer to be reduced. 
0032. Both of the first transistor and the second transistor 
may be MISFETs of the same conductive type, having a gate 
electrode connected to the bias Supply line. 
0033 Since the current flowing through the first transistor 
at the time of driving is larger than the current flowing 
through the second transistor, a high load such as a panel of 
a display apparatus can be efficiently driven. 
0034 Since the gray scale control unit further has a 
Voltage selection Switch for Supplying a Voltage for gray 
scale control to the output buffer unit, the output circuit for 
gray scale control of the present invention can be preferably 
used for a display apparatus or an output apparatus employ 
ing the Voltage distribution scheme Such as a liquid crystal 
panel. 
0035) Since the differential circuit has an operational 
amplifier of which an input unit is connected to the Voltage 
selection Switch and an output unit is connected to the output 
buffer unit, the current of a voltage signal selected by the 
Voltage selection Switch can be amplified. 
0036) Since the output circuit for gray scale control 
further includes: a second current supply unit; and a MIS 
FET for tilted-bias which is connected to the second current 
Supply unit and the first power-supply Voltage Supply wire, 
and is of the same conductive type as the first MISFET, and 
the gate electrode of the MISFET for tilted-bias is connected 
to the first power-supply voltage Supply wire and the bias 
supply line, the tilt of the potential of the bias supply line can 
be adjusted to Voltage drops occurring in the first power 
Supply Voltage Supply wire and the second power-supply 
Voltage Supply wire. Accordingly, variations in inter-gate 
Source Voltages or inter-gate-drain Voltages of the first 
transistor and the second transistor that can occur depending 
the difference in the distance from the power-supply voltage 
Supply unit can be efficiently reduced. Consequently, varia 
tions in the currents to be outputted from the gray scale 
control units can be significantly reduced. 
0037. The output circuit for gray scale control further 
includes a second MISFET which is connected to the 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit and constitutes a trans 
mission-side current mirror together with the first MISFET, 
and the second current Supply unit is a reception-side current 
mirror which is connected to the transmission-side current 
mirror and is constituted of MISFETs of which conductive 
types are same as each other. Consequently, even when the 
reception-side current mirror is located in a position away 
from the power-supply Voltage Supply unit, the same current 
as that flowing through the transmission-side current mirror 
can be caused to flow to the reception-side current mirror. 
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0038 An output circuit for gray scale control according 
to a second aspect of the present invention includes: a 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit; a first current Supply unit; 
a power-supply Voltage Supply wire connected to the power 
supply voltage supply unit; a first MISFET which is pro 
vided between the first current supply unit and the power 
Supply Voltage Supply unit and has a gate electrode 
connected to the power-supply Voltage Supply unit; a plu 
rality of gray scale control units each having a transistor 
connected to the power-supply Voltage Supply wire; a sec 
ond current supply unit; a MISFET for tilted-bias which is 
connected to the second current Supply unit and the power 
Supply Voltage Supply wire and is of the same conductive 
type as the first MISFET; and a bias supply line which 
connects between a gate electrode of the first MISFET and 
a gate electrode of the MISFET for tilted-bias, is connected 
to the power-supply Voltage Supply wire, and controls cur 
rents flowing to the transistors. 
0039. With this configuration, since the tilt of the poten 

tial of the bias Supply line can be adjusted to Voltage drops 
occurring in the bias Supply line. Accordingly, variations in 
the currents flowing through the transistors of the gray Scale 
control units can be reduced. In addition, since the concen 
trated single power-supply Voltage Supply line is used, the 
wiring areas can be reduced to be Smaller than in the case 
where the separated power-supply Voltage Supply line is 
separated. 

0040 Since the plurality of gray scale control units are 
each a current adding-type D/A converter, variations in the 
output currents from the gray scale control units can be 
reduced with higher accuracy. 
0041. The output circuit for gray scale control further 
includes a second MISFET which is connected to the 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit and constitutes a trans 
mission-side current mirror together with the first MISFET, 
and the second current Supply unit is a reception-side current 
mirror which is connected to the transmission-side current 
mirror and is constituted of MISFETs of which conductive 
types are same as one another. Consequently, even when the 
reception-side current mirror is located in a position away 
from the power-supply Voltage Supply unit, the same current 
as that flowing through the transmission-side current mirror 
can be caused to flow to the reception-side current mirror. As 
Such, constant currents can be supplied to the gray scale 
control unit located in a position away from the power 
Supply Voltage Supply unit without being influenced by a 
Voltage drop. Consequently, variations occurring due to the 
output units of the gray scale control units can further be 
reduced. 

0.042 Since the plurality of gray scale control units are 
each a current adding-type D/A converter, the output circuit 
for gray Scale control according to the present invention can 
be used as, for example, a current driver of a display 
apparatus using light emitting devices or a printer head of an 
output apparatus such as a printer using light emitting 
devices, for an organic EL panel or the like. 
0043. The plurality of gray scale control units has: a 
plurality of current mirror units mutually parallel-connected 
to the power-supply Voltage Supply node to represent M gray 
scales when M is a multiple integer of 2; the same number 
of selecting Switches connected to the current mirror units: 
and a current output unit connected to all the selecting 
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Switches, and the current mirror unit is constituted of current 
mirrors constituted of the transistors. Consequently, the 
output circuit for gray Scale control to be used for a current 
drive scheme display apparatus or an output apparatus can 
be manufactured to have a relatively simple configuration. 
0044 Since the current mirror unit is constituted of 1, 2, 

. . . . M/2 pieces of current mirrors having mutually same 
device configurations to control the M gray scales, a current 
adding-type D/A converter with high precision can be real 
ized. Consequently, an output circuit for gray scale control 
implementing an excellent gray scale display can be real 
ized. 

0045. The transistors may be MISFETs having mutually 
same device configurations, and an output current from each 
of the current mirror units may be adjusted according to a 
ratio of a gate width of the MISFET to a gate length thereof. 
0046) The gray scale control unit has a plurality of gray 
scale generation units having the current mirror units and 
selecting Switches having the same numbers of transfer gates 
and inverters connected to the current mirror units, and the 
current mirror units and the selecting Switches are collec 
tively disposed for each gray scale generation unit. Conse 
quently, a reduction in the area of the output circuit for gray 
scale control of the present invention that implements an 
excellent gray scale display can be implemented. 
0047 The transistors may be of the same conductive type 
and are a first transistor and a second transistor constituting 
a current mirror, and the gray scale control unit may have an 
output buffer unit having the first transistor, and a differential 
circuit having the second transistor. This configuration can 
be preferably employed, particularly, when it is used as a 
Voltage driver. 
0048. A current flowing through the first transistor at the 
time of driving is larger than a current flowing through the 
second transistor. This is preferable to drive a load such as 
a panel. 
0049. The gray scale control unit further has a voltage 
selection Switch for Supplying a Voltage for gray scale 
control to the output buffer unit. Consequently, the configu 
ration can be preferably used as a voltage driver in which 
variations in output currents are reduced or as a head for a 
Voltage drive scheme printer. 
0050 Since the differential circuit has an operational 
amplifier of which an input unit is connected to the Voltage 
selection Switch and an output unit is connected to the output 
buffer unit, a Voltage driver of a two-stage amplifier type can 
be realized. 

0051. An output circuit for gray scale control according 
a third aspect of to the present invention includes: a plurality 
of multistage current mirror units which are constituted of 
plurality of current mirrors, in which the same current as a 
current flowing through a first stage of the current mirrors 
flows to each of three or more stages of the current mirrors: 
and a plurality of gray Scale control units for receiving 
reference Voltages and gray scale signals from each of the 
plurality of multistage current mirror units, and outputting 
gray Scale controlling currents different from one another. 
0052 With this configuration, variations in the values of 
currents to be inputted to the gray scale control units are 
reduced by use of the multistage current mirrors. In addition, 
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the characteristics of the output current of the output circuit 
for gray scale control can be controlled to be close to the Y 
characteristics of a light emitting device. Such as an organic 
EL device, an inorganic EL devices and a LED, by use of the 
plurality of gray Scale control units for outputting gray Scale 
controlling currents different from one another. Conse 
quently, in a case where the output circuit for gray scale 
control of the present invention is used for a display appa 
ratus, the display characteristics are improved while in a 
case where the output circuit is used for an output apparatus, 
the print characteristics can be improved. 
0053 Since the output current of the output circuit for 
gray scale control further includes an output control unit for 
receiving the gray Scale controlling signals from the plural 
ity of gray scale control units, and varying combinations of 
the gray scale controlling currents outputted according to the 
gray Scale signals, the characteristics of the output current of 
the output circuit for gray scale control can be controlled to 
be close to the Y characteristics of the light emitting device. 
Consequently, an excellent gray scale display can be imple 
mented with, for example, a display panel or printer that uses 
the output circuits for gray Scale control according to the 
present invention. 
0054 The plurality of gray scale control units are sepa 
rated into low-side gray Scale control units capable of 
controlling gray scales in the lowest range and high-side 
gray scale control units capable of controlling gray scales 
higher than those controlled by the low-side gray scale 
control units, among the plurality of gray Scale control units, 
and the plurality of multistage current mirror units are 
separated into low-side multistage current mirror units con 
nected to the low-side gray scale control units and high-side 
multistage current mirror units connected to the high-side 
gray scale control units. Consequently, the characteristics of 
output currents of the output circuits for gray scale control 
can be controlled to be close in a good condition to the Y 
characteristics of the light emitting device. 
0.055 The output control unit controls such that only the 
gray scale controlling currents from the low-side gray scale 
control unit are outputted when the number of gray Scales is 
equal to or less than a predetermined value, and the gray 
scale controlling currents from the high-side gray scale 
control unit are outputted in addition to the gray scale 
controlling currents from the low-side gray scale control unit 
when the number of gray scales exceeds the predetermined 
value. Consequently, the characteristics of output currents of 
the output circuit for gray scale control can be controlled to 
vary corresponding to the tilt of a Y characteristics (current 
luminance characteristics) graph of the light emitting device. 
0056. The low-side multistage current mirror units, the 
high-side multistage current mirror units, the low-side gray 
scale control units and the high-side gray scale control units 
for at least three colors red, green and blue are integrated 
into a same chip. Consequently, the output circuit for gray 
scale control of the present invention can be used as a driver 
IC of a color display. In addition, the output circuit for gray 
scale control can be used as a printer head of a color printer. 
0057 The low-side multistage current mirror units and 
the high-side multistage current mirror units are each dis 
posed in a pair to be adjacent to one another and are disposed 
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in a predetermined order of colors in a column direction, the 
low-side gray scale control units, the high-side gray scale 
control unit and the output control units are disposed Sub 
stantially in a matrix, and the low-side gray scale control 
unit, the high-side gray scale control unit and the output 
control unit which are connected to the one pair of the 
low-side multistage current mirror unit and the high-side 
multistage current mirror unit are collectively disposed. 
Consequently, the wiring areas can be reduced, thereby 
resulting in the miniaturization of a display panel. 
0058 Each of the plurality of gray scale control units 
includes a plurality of gray Scale generation units having 
current mirror units and selecting Switches having the same 
numbers of transfer gates and inverters connected to the 
current mirror units, and the current mirror units and the 
selecting Switches are collectively disposed for each gray 
scale generation unit. Consequently, redundant wires 
between the current mirror units and the inverters can be 
reduced and the wiring area can be effectively reduced, as 
compared with the layout in which the respective devices are 
collectively disposed. In addition, the output impedance of 
the gray scale control circuit can be reduced by enlarging the 
width of the output wire of the gray scale control circuit. 
0059 Since the output circuit for gray scale control 
further includes a current increment control circuit for 
outputting to the output control unit currents for increment 
ing the output current from the low-side gray scale control 
unit and the output current from the high-side gray scale 
control unit upon reception of increment control signals and 
the reference Voltage Supplied from the multistage current 
mirrors, the contrast of a display in, for example, a panel 
using light emitting devices, can be improved. 
0060 Since the output circuit for gray scale control 
further includes a current increment control circuit for 
outputting a current for incrementing the output current from 
the low-side gray scale control unit, between the low-side 
multistage current mirror unit and the low-side gray scale 
control unit, the output current of the gray scale control unit 
can be incremented while increase in the area is minimized. 

0061 The current increment control circuit can also have 
a function of increasing or reducing a current outputted in 
correspondence with a gray scale to be controlled. 
0062) The output control circuit further has: a selective 
precharge circuit for Supplying a Voltage for charging an 
external signal line in accordance with Switching control; 
and a selective precharge control circuit for holding the 
selective precharge circuit in an on-state for a predetermined 
period of time in accordance with timing control corre 
sponding to display data. Consequently, signal lines of for 
example, a display panel, can be precharged using the 
selective precharge circuit. Accordingly, a black display in a 
display panel can be quickly executed. This is particularly 
effective in a case where TFTs formed of low-temperature 
polysilicon are arranged over a panel of a display apparatus. 
0063 An output circuit for gray scale control according 
to a fourth aspect of the present invention includes: an 
internal circuit which is integrated into a semiconductor chip 
and has an output unit for outputting a current signal; an 
external terminal provided on the semiconductor chip and 
connected to the output unit; and a resistor which is provided 
on the semiconductor chip, is connected to the output unit, 
and converts the current signal into a Voltage signal. 
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0064. With this configuration, since a minute current 
outputted from an internal circuit can be converted by a 
resistor on a chip into a Voltage signal, the Voltage signal can 
be arranged not to be easily attenuated by, for example, a 
probe or a jig. Consequently, high-accuracy testing can be 
implemented. 

0065. The output circuit for gray scale control further 
includes a Switching circuit connected to the resistor, and the 
Switching circuit is capable of performing Switching opera 
tions so that: at normal operation time and power cut time, 
the resistor and the internal circuit are mutually series 
connected to the external terminal; and at testing time, the 
resistor is connected to the ground, and the resistor and the 
external terminal are mutually parallel connected to the 
output unit. Since the amount of current to be inputted from 
the outside can be restricted by the resistor, the internal 
circuit can be protected when a high Voltage current (Surge) 
is inputted from the external terminal. Further, at test time, 
the resistor can be used to function as a resistance for a 
current/voltage conversion. 

0.066 The internal circuit has: a multistage current mirror 
unit; and a gray Scale control unit for outputting gray Scale 
control current upon reception of a reference Voltage from 
the multistage current mirror unit. 
0067. An output circuit for gray scale control according 
to a fifth aspect of the present invention includes: a plurality 
of gray Scale control units having a plurality of bit cells; 
0068 a normal operating latch circuit provided for each 
bit cell; a common latch circuit for Supplying signals to all 
the bit cells; and a selection circuit which is provided 
between the common latch circuit and the normal operating 
latch circuit and the bit cell and performs Switching opera 
tions such that the signal from the normal operating latch 
circuit is transferred to the bit cell at normal operation time, 
and the signal outputted from the common latch circuit is 
transferred to the bit cell at testing time. 
0069. With this configuration, since a signal applied in 
testing time is enabled to flow without passing through a 
latch circuit, test time can be reduced. 

0070 The output circuit for gray scale control may 
further include a multistage current mirror unit for Supplying 
reference Voltages in each of the plurality of gray scale 
control units. 

0071. A testing apparatus for an output circuit for gray 
scale control according to the present invention includes a 
Substrate having an upper Surface settable to a tester for 
testing wafers; probes which are made of a conductor, are 
provided on an undersurface of the substrate, and receive 
current signals from at least from a wafer to be tested; 
resistors disposed on the Substrate in proximity to the probes 
and connected to the probes to convert the current signals 
into Voltage signals; and wires connected to the resistors and 
provided to pass through the Substrate. 

0072 With this configuration, when a minute current 
signal is outputted from the wafer to be tested, since the 
current signal can be converted by the resistor to a Voltage 
signal, the current signal can be transferred to reach the 
tester. As such, the test of a wafer including output circuit for 
gray scale control which outputs a minute current signal can 
be executed. 
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0.073 Preferably, the distance between the probe and the 
resistor is equal to or less than 10 cm. 
0074 Since the testing apparatus further includes opera 
tional amplifiers connected parallel to the resistors with 
respect to the probe, in which an output unit is connected to 
negative-side input units via the resistors, a signal outputted 
from the wafer to be tested can be easily measured by a 
tester. 

0075 Since a reference voltage outputted from the tester 
is inputted to a positive-side input unit of the operational 
amplifier, a signal from the wafer can easily be tested by 
varying the reference Voltage even when the range of values 
of output currents of the wafer to be tested is wide. 
0076 Since the resistors are integrated, the testing appa 
ratus according to the present invention can easily be 
realized. 

0077 Since the operational amplifiers are integrated, the 
testing apparatus according to the present invention can 
easily be realized. 
0078. A method for testing an output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the present invention is a method for 
testing an output circuit for gray scale control including 
reference current sources connected to first resistors mutu 
ally parallel connected, and gray scale control units which 
are connected to the reference current sources and output 
currents for gray Scale control, the method including: con 
necting, at testing time, second resisters which are provided 
parallel to the first resisters and have a resistance value lower 
than that of the first resisters, to the reference current 
Sources; and turning off, at normal operation time, the 
connection between the second resisters and the reference 
Current SOurces. 

0079. With this method, since a current inputted to the 
reference current source at testing time can be increased 
larger than the test current, testing can easily implemented. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0080 FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration 
of an output circuit for gray scale control according to a first 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0081 FIGS. 2A and 2B are, respectively, a circuit dia 
gram showing the construction of an output circuit for gray 
scale control according to a second embodiment of the 
present invention and a view showing the relationship 
between the power-supply potential of a power-supply Volt 
age Supply line and the distance from the power-supply 
Voltage Supply unit. 
0082 FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration 
of an output circuit for gray scale control according to a third 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0083 FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration 
of an output circuit for gray Scale control according to a 
fourth embodiment of the present invention. 
0084 FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram showing a configuration 
of an output circuit for gray scale control according to a fifth 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0085 FIG. 6 is a view showing a detailed configuration 
of a gray scale control circuit shown in FIG. 5. 
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0.086 FIG. 7 is a view showing a multistage current 
mirror unit in a case where a three-stage current source is 
employed. 
0087 FIG. 8 is a view showing gray scale level-output 
current characteristics of the current that is output by the 
current driving output circuit for gray scale control. 
0088 FIG. 9 is a block circuit diagram showing a cur 
rent-drive-scheme employed display apparatus using an 
output circuit for gray scale control according to a sixth 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0089 FIG. 10 is circuit diagram showing examples of a 
selective precharge circuit and a selective precharge control 
circuit in the output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the sixth embodiment. 

0090 FIG. 11 is a view showing a reference example of 
a layout of the output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the sixth embodiment. 

0.091 FIG. 12 is a view showing a layout of an output 
circuit for gray scale control according to a seventh embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0092 FIG. 13 is a wiring diagram showing an output 
wire region of the output circuit for gray Scale control 
according to the seventh embodiment. 
0093 FIGS. 14A and 14B are, respectively, a circuit 
diagram showing a configuration of a gray scale control 
circuit and a view schematically showing a reference 
example of a layout of the gray scale control circuit. 
0094 FIG. 15A is a circuit diagram showing a configu 
ration of a gray scale control circuit, FIG. 15B is a view 
schematically showing a reference example of a layout of 
the gray scale control circuit, and FIG. 15C is a view 
schematically showing a gray scale control circuit according 
to an eighth embodiment of the present invention. 
0.095 FIGS. 16A and 16B are, respectively, a view 
showing current value-gray scale level characteristics of an 
output circuit for gray scale control shown in FIG. 16B and 
a block circuit diagram showing an example of an output 
circuit for gray scale control in which a current mirror for an 
incrementing circuit unit is provided. 
0.096 FIG. 17 is a view showing a current increment 
control circuit in an output circuit for gray Scale control 
according to a ninth embodiment of the present invention. 
0097 FIGS. 18A and 18B are, respectively, a cross 
sectional view showing a probe card according to a tenth 
embodiment of the present invention and a block circuit 
diagram showing a cross section of the probe card. 
0.098 FIG. 19 is a block circuit diagram showing a cross 
section of the probe card according to an eleventh embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0099 FIGS. 20A and 20B are, respectively, a circuit 
diagram showing a semiconductor chip according to a 
twelfth embodiment of the present invention in a normal 
time and a circuit diagram of the semiconductor chip accord 
ing to the twelfth embodiment at a testing time. 
0100 FIG. 21 is a circuit diagram used to explain a 
method for testing the output circuit for gray scale control, 
according to a thirteenth embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
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0101 FIG. 22 is a block circuit diagram for showing 
paths of input signals from the outside in an output circuit 
for gray scale control. 
0102 FIG. 23 is a circuit diagram of a selection circuit 
in a semiconductor chip according to a fourteenth embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0.103 FIG. 24 is a view used to explain a driving scheme 
for an organic EL panel. 
0104 FIGS. 25A and 25B are, respectively, a circuit 
diagram showing the configuration of a conventional Voltage 
driver and a view showing the relationship between a 
power-supply potential of a power-supply Voltage Supply 
line and the distance from a power-supply Voltage Supply 
unit. 

0105 FIGS. 26A and 26B are, respectively, a cross 
sectional view showing a conventional probe card for testing 
a current driving output circuit for gray scale control and a 
block circuit diagram showing a cross sectional of the 
conventional probe card. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Embodiment 1 

0106. As a first embodiment of the present invention, an 
output circuit (voltage driver) for gray scale control in which 
a wire is separated into a wire for Supplying a power-supply 
Voltage to differential circuits and a wire for Supplying the 
power-supply voltage to output buffer units will be 
described hereinafter with reference to drawings. 
Basic Configuration of Voltage Driving Output Circuit for 
Gray Scale Control 
0.107 FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram showing the configu 
ration of the output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the first embodiment of the present invention. 
0108) As shown in the drawing, the output circuit for gray 
scale control of the present embodiment includes a power 
Supply Voltage Supply unit 12; a current Supply unit 10 that 
is connected to the power-supply voltage Supply unit 12 and 
that supplies a predetermined current; a P-channel MISFET, 
namely, a first MISFET 11, that is provided between the 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 and the current Supply 
unit 10 and that has drain and gate electrodes mutually 
coupled; a first node 23 and a second node 24 that are 
provided between the first MISFET 11 and the power-supply 
Voltage Supply unit 12; gray scale control units 1a, 1b, . . . 
, and 1 (N represents an integer) that each include a 
differential circuit 7a, a voltage selection switch 20a, an 
output buffer unit 8a, and an output unit 16; a gate bias 
supply line 15 coupled to the gate electrode of the first 
MISFET; a voltage supply line 23a for an output unit that 
connects between the first node 23 and the output buffer 
units 8a of the gray scale control unit 1N and that Supplies 
the voltage to the output buffer unit of each of the gray scale 
control units; a first power-supply Voltage Supply node 25 
that is provided to the voltage supply line 23a for an output 
unit and that is connected to the output buffer unit of each 
of the gray Scale control units 1a, 1b, . . . . and 1N, first 
resisters 21 individually provided between the first power 
supply voltage supply node 25 and the first node 23 and 
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between the individual first power-supply Voltage Supply 
nodes 25 on the voltage supply line 23a for an output unit; 
a voltage supply line 24a for a differential circuit that 
connects between the second node 24 and the differential 
circuit 7N of the gray scale control unit 1N and that Supplies 
the voltage to the differential circuit of each of the gray scale 
control units; a second power-supply Voltage Supply node 26 
that is provided to the voltage supply line 24a for a differ 
ential-circuit and that is connected to the differential circuit 
of each of the gray scale control units 1a, 1b, ..., and 1N ; 
and second resisters 22 individually provided between the 
second power-supply Voltage Supply node 26 and the first 
node 23 and between the second power-supply Voltage 
Supply nodes 26 on the Voltage Supply line 24a for a 
differential circuit. In many cases, one output circuit for gray 
scale control includes about 400 to 500 gray scale control 
units. Ordinarily, the output circuits for gray Scale control 
according to the present embodiment are integrated into a 
same chip. 
0109 The first resister 21 and the second resister 22 are 
generated by factors attributed to, for example, the layout; 
however, it is ideal that they do not exist. 
Configuration of Gray Scale Control Unit 
0110. Similar to the conventional output circuit for gray 
scale control, the gray scale control unit of the present 
embodiment includes a current mirror circuit constituted 
using MISFETs. 
0111. As shown FIG. 1, the gray scale control unit 1 a 
includes a P-channel third MISFET 3a of which the Source 
is connected to the first power-supply Voltage Supply node 
25; a P-channel second MISFET 2a of which the source is 
connected to the second power-supply Voltage Supply node 
26; a Voltage selection Switch 20a; an operational amplifier 
6a in which the voltage selector switch 20a is coupled to a 
(+) side of an input unit, and an output unit 16 is coupled to 
a (-) side thereof; an N-channel MISFET, namely, an 
output-side transistor 5a in which the source is connected to 
the ground, the drain is connected to the third MISFET3a, 
and the gate electrode is connected to the output unit of the 
operational amplifier 6a, a third node 14 that is provided 
between the output-side transistor 5a and the third MISFET 
3a and is connected to an output unit 16; and an oscillation 
preventing capacitor 19a provided between wires that con 
nects between output unit of the operational amplifier 6a and 
the gate electrode of the output-side transistor 5a and 
between the output-side transistor 5a and the third node 14. 
0112 In addition, the second MISFET 2a and the opera 
tional amplifier 6a together constitute a differential circuit 
7a; and the third MISFET 3a, the third node 14, the 
oscillation-preventing capacitor 19a, and the output-side 
transistor 5a together constitute an output buffer unit 8a. In 
this case, in the gray scale control unit 1a of the present 
embodiment, electrical characteristics of the second MIS 
FET 2a and the third MISFET3a are homogenized, and the 
gate electrodes thereof are both connected to the gate bias 
supply line 15, whereby the current mirror circuit is con 
structed. In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, each of the N gray scale 
control units 1a, 1b, . . . . and 1N has the same circuit 
configuration as the gray scale control unit 1a. The indi 
vidual gate electrodes of second MISFETs 2a, 2b, ..., and 
2 and third MISFETs 3a, 3b, ..., and 3 are connected to 
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the gate bias Supply line 15. Approximately same Voltages 
are Supplied from the gate bias Supply line 15 to gate 
electrodes of the second MISFETs 2a, 2b, . . . . and 2 and 
the third MISFETs 3a, 3b, ..., and 3, and these MISFETs 
are each kept in an on-state at all times. 
0113. Hereinafter, in this Description, when referring the 
gray scale control units 1a, 1b, . . . . and 1N without 
distinguishing them from one another, they will each be 
referred to as a “gray scale control unit 1'. Also, when 
referring to the components of the gray Scale control units 1, 
such as the N pieces of second MISFETs, third MISFETs, 
output-side transistors, operational amplifiers, and Voltage 
selection Switches, without distinguishing them from one 
another, they will individually be referred to as a “second 
MISFET 2, “third MISFETs 3”, “output-side transistor 5”, 
“operational amplifier 6', and “voltage selection switch 20. 

Functions of Gray Scale Control Unit 
0114. The gray scale control unit 1 is formed to be a 
two-stage amplifier with the output buffer unit 8, which is 
provided to supply the driving voltage to a TFT and a pixel 
(not shown) of a display panel, and the differential circuit 7 
provided to control output of the driving voltage. 

0115 First, when the output circuit for gray scale control 
is driven, power-supply Voltages having approximately 
mutually same values are individually supplied from the first 
power-supply Voltage Supply node 25 and the second power 
supply voltage supply node 26 to the second MISFET 2 and 
the third MISFET 3. In response, the current mirror circuit 
functions to cause currents I, and I to flow to the second 
MISFET 2 and the third MISFET 3, respectively. The 
present embodiment is set so that the current I is larger than 
the current I; specifically, the present invention is set so that 
a ratio of current I:current I in value is 1:5. 
0116. In addition, the voltage selection switch 20 is, for 
example, a multiplexer which has a function of selecting a 
plurality of reference Voltages corresponding to digital data. 
According to negative feedback, the operational amplifier 6 
of the differential circuit 7 performs current amplification of 
a selected voltage negatively fed back and selected by the 
Voltage selection Switch 20. Subsequently, the current-am 
plified Voltage is output to a liquid-crystal or organic EL 
panel from the output unit 16 via the oscillation-preventing 
capacitor 19. At this time, the oscillation-preventing capaci 
tor 19 modulates the phase the output signal of the opera 
tional amplifier 6, and thereby stabilizes the negatively fed 
back output of the operational amplifier 6. 

0.117) In the gray scale control unit 1, the oscillation 
preventing capacitor 19 is charged with the output current 
(=current I) of the operational amplifier) and a current 
flowing through the output buffer unit 8. However, since a 
current flowing on the side of the differential circuit 7 is less 
than that flowing on the side of output buffer unit 8, the 
length of charging time for the oscillation-preventing 
capacitor 19 varies depending on the magnitude of the 
output current of the operational amplifier 6. According to 
variations in the charging time for the oscillation-preventing 
capacitor 19, the slew rate of the operational amplifier 6 
varies, and charging time for the loads coupled to the output 
unit 16 is also caused vary. The current flowing on the side 
of differential circuit 7 varies depending on an inter-gate 
source voltage Vs of the second MISFET 2. As such, 
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when the potential of the gate bias supply line 15 is constant 
regardless of the position thereof, the output current can be 
caused to be constant by causing the power-supply Voltage 
Supplied from the second power-supply Voltage Supply node 
26 to be constant. 

Differences from Conventional Voltage Driver 
0118. The output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the present embodiment is different from the conventional 
voltage driver in that the separated wires are provided for 
individually supplying the power-supply Voltage to the 
differential circuits and to the output buffer units. 
0119) According to the above, the output circuit for gray 
scale control according to the present embodiment is capable 
of reducing a resistor-causing Voltage drop to be Smaller in 
comparison to that occurring with the conventional Voltage 
driver. Accordingly, Voltage drops in the first power-supply 
Voltage Supply node 25 and the second power-supply Volt 
age Supply node 26 that are located in remote positions from 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12. Consequently, the 
voltage difference due to the positions of the first power 
Supply Voltage Supply node 25 and the second power-supply 
Voltage Supply node 26 can be reduced to be small. 

0120 In addition, in the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the present embodiment, since the 
potential of the gate bias Supply line 15 is constant regard 
less of the position thereof, variations in the inter-gate 
source voltage Vs of the second MISFET 2 can be 
reduced. Accordingly, the current flowing through the dif 
ferential circuit 7 becomes approximately constant regard 
less of the distance from the power-supply Voltage Supply 
unit 12, thereby enabling the slew rate of the operational 
amplifier 6 to be approximately constant. 

0121 Accordingly, since the charging time for the loads 
can be caused to be constant by using the output circuit for 
gray scale control according to the present embodiment, 
consequently enabling implementation of, for example, a 
liquid-crystal panel or a voltage-write-scheme employed 
organic EL panel that does not cause display variations. 

0122) In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, the Voltage to be supplied to, 
for example, a display apparatus can be switched using the 
Voltage selection Switch 20, and the gray Scale control is 
thereby performed. 

0123 The output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the present embodiment is used not only as a liquid crystal 
driver but also as, for example, a printer head. 

0.124. In the present embodiment, while the ratio of 
current I:current I in value is set to 1:5, the ratio of the 
current values is not specifically limited thereto as long as 
I<12. 

0125. In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, although the P-channel 
MISFETs are used to constitute each of the current mirror 
circuits, N-channel MISFETs may instead be used. 

0126. In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, the current driver may be 
formed using npn bipolar transistors instead of the MISFETs 
included in the gray scale control unit 1. 
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Embodiment 2 

0.127 FIGS. 2A and 2B are, respectively, a circuit dia 
gram showing the construction of an output circuit for gray 
scale control (voltage driver) according to a second embodi 
ment of the present invention and a view showing the 
relationship between the power-supply potential and the 
distance from the power-supply Voltage Supply unit. 
0128. The voltage driving output circuit for gray scale 
control of the present embodiment is configured such that a 
tilt is imparted to the potential of a gate bias supply line 15, 
and respective inter-gate-source Voltages Vs and Vs of 
the second MISFET 2 and the third MISFET 3 are thereby 
caused to be constant. 

0129. As shown in FIG. 2A, the output circuit for gray 
scale control of the second embodiment includes a power 
Supply Voltage Supply unit 12; gray scale control units 1a, 
1b, ..., and 1N (N represents a natural number) that are each 
connected to the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 and 
that each include an output unit 16; a first current Supply unit 
10a that is connected to the ground and that Supplies a 
predetermined current; a P-channel MISFET, namely, a first 
MISFET11, that is provided between the first current supply 
unit 10a and the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 and 
that has drain and gate electrodes mutually coupled; a first 
node 18 provided between the first MISFET 11 and the 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12; a second current 
Supply unit 31 for Supplying a predetermined current; a 
P-channel MIS transistor, namely, a MISFET for tilted-bias 
30 that is connected to the second current supply unit 31 and 
that has drain and gate electrodes mutually coupled; a gate 
bias supply line 15 that mutually connects the gate electrode 
of the first MISFET 11 and the gate electrode of the MISFET 
for tilted-bias 30; a power-supply voltage supply wire 4 that 
mutually connects the first node 18 and the source of the 
MISFET for tilted-bias 30 and that supplies the power 
Supply Voltage to the individual gray Scale control units 1; a 
power-supply voltage supply node 17 that is provided to the 
power-supply Voltage Supply wire 4 and that is connected to 
the individual gray scale control units 1a, 1b, . . . . and 1. 
and resistors 13 individually provided between the power 
Supply Voltage Supply nodes 17 and between the power 
supply voltage supply node 17 and the first node 18. 
Similarly to the first embodiment, the output circuit for gray 
scale control according to the present embodiment is inte 
grated into a same chip. Also, output circuits for gray scale 
control according to other embodiments described below are 
each similarly integrated. 

0130. The MISFET for tilted-bias 30 may be of either the 
P-channel type or N-channel type as long as it is of the same 
conductive type as the first MISFET 11. 
0.131. In the present embodiment, the gray scale control 
unit 1 has a configuration similar to that of the first embodi 
ment. 

0132) Specifically, as shown in FIG. 2A, the gray scale 
control unit 1 includes a P-channel second MISFET 2a and 
a P-channel third MISFET 3a of which the Sources are 
mutually coupled and are connected to the power-supply 
Voltage Supply node 17; a voltage selection Switch 20a; an 
operational amplifier 6a in which the voltage selector switch 
is coupled to a (+) side of an input unit, and an output unit 
16 is coupled to a (-) side thereof; an N-channel MISFET, 
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namely, an output-side transistor 5a in which the source is 
connected to the ground, the drain is connected to the third 
MISFET 3a, and the gate electrode is connected to the 
output unit of the operational amplifier 6a, a third node 14 
that is provided between the output-side transistor 5a and the 
third MISFET3a and is connected to an output unit 16; and 
an oscillation-preventing capacitor 19a provided between 
wires that connects between the output unit of the opera 
tional amplifier 6a and the gate electrode of the output-side 
transistor 5a and between the output-side transistor 5a and 
the third node 14. In addition, the second MISFET 2a and 
the operational amplifier 6a together constitute a differential 
circuit 7a, and the third MISFET 3a, the third node 14, the 
oscillation-preventing capacitor 19a, and the output-side 
transistor 5a together constitute an output buffer unit 8a. 

0133) A feature of the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the present embodiment is that the second 
current supply unit 31 and the MISFET for tilted-bias 30 are 
provided. Thereby, as described below, the inter-gate-source 
Voltages (Vcs and Vs) of the second MISFET 2 and the 
third MISFET 3 can be prevented from being reduced 
following a Voltage drop of the power-supply Voltage Supply 
node 17. 

0134) The MISFET for tilted-bias 30 is kept in an on-state 
at all times during operation of the present apparatus. 
Accordingly, the drain of the MISFET for tilted-bias 30 is at 
a potential in the state where the potential of the power 
supply voltage supply unit 12 is reduced following the 
voltage drop because of at least the resistor 13. Since the 
drain and gate electrodes of the MISFET for tilted-bias 30 
are coupled to one another, the potential of the MISFET for 
tilted-bias 30 is lower than the potential of the gate electrode 
of the first MISFET 11. Because of the above, as shown in 
FIG. 2B, a potential gradient such as indicating that the 
potential decreases lower as being away from the power 
Supply Voltage Supply unit 12 is formed with the gate bias 
Supply line 15. As such, in the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the present embodiment, the potential 
gradient formed with the gate bias supply line 15 is set to be 
approximately proportional to a Voltage-drop ratio of the 
power-supply Voltage Supply wire 4, thereby enabling the 
respective inter-gate-source voltages Vs and Vs of the 
Second MISFET 2 and the third MISFET 3 to be constant. 

0135). Accordingly, the value of the current I flowing 
through the second MISFET 2 can be caused to be constant 
regardless of the distance from the power-supply Voltage 
supply unit 12, thereby enabling the slew rate of the opera 
tional amplifier 6 to be approximately constant. Conse 
quently, with the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, Voltage signals having 
uniform current values can be supplied to TFTs and pixels 
from all the output units 16 of all the gray scale control units 
1. 

0136. In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, the wire is not separated to 
a wire for Supplying the power-supply Voltage to the differ 
ential circuits 7 and a wire for Supplying the power-supply 
voltage to the output buffer units 8. Since the area of the 
MISFET for tilted-bias 30 is very smaller than the area of the 
Voltage Supply line, the area of the output circuit for gray 
scale control according to the present invention is Smaller 
than the output circuit for gray scale control according to the 
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first embodiment. In a configuration where the driver is used 
for a liquid-crystal panel, it includes multiple outputs (400 
to 500 outputs) and is disposed on a peripheral side section 
of the panel. As such, the small area of the driver is essential 
to miniaturize the panel. 
0.137 In addition, in the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the present embodiment, since the 
power-supply voltages for the differential circuit 7 and the 
output buffer unit 8 are supplied from the power-supply 
Voltage Supply wire 4, power-supply Voltage of approxi 
mately the same value is supplied to each of the differential 
circuit 7 and the output buffer unit 8 in the single gray scale 
control unit 1, regardless of, for example, variations in the 
resistance value of the resistor 13. This is also advantageous 
to cause the slew rate of the operational amplifier to be 
COnStant. 

0.138. As described above, the slew rate of the operational 
amplifier 6 can be caused to be constant by using the output 
circuit for gray Scale control, and the charging time for the 
loads can thereby be caused to be constant. Consequently, 
display variations occurring on a liquid-crystal panel or an 
organic EL panel that use the Voltage-write scheme can be 
reduced. 

0.139. In addition, the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the present embodiment can be formed Smaller 
in area than the output circuit for gray Scale control accord 
ing to the first embodiment, it is advantageous for integra 
tion, and hence it can be preferably used also for a liquid 
crystal panel of a small size. 
0140. In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, while the current mirror 
circuit in the gray scale control unit 1 is formed using the 
P-channel MISFETs, N-channel MISFETs may instead be 
used. This can be achieved by using N-channel MISFETs for 
both the first MISFET 11 and MISFET for tilted-bias 30. 
This is true also of embodiments according to each of other 
embodiments describe below. 

0.141. In addition, also in the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the present embodiment, while the ratio 
of current I...current I in value is set to approximately 1:5. 
the ratio of the current values is not specifically limited 
thereto as long as I <I. 
0142. In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, the second current Supply 
unit 31 and the MISFET for tilted-bias 30 are provided to 
form the potential gradient with the gate bias supply line 15. 
However, these members may be replaced with a current 
Supply unit independent of the power-supply Voltage Supply 
unit 12 and a low-voltage Supply unit having a potential 
lower than the potential of the gate electrode of the first 
MISFET 11. 

0.143 Further, in above-described output circuit for gray 
scale control, a D/A converter including a plurality of 
current mirrors may be used to replace each of the gray scale 
control units 1. This enables the implementation of an output 
circuit for gray scale control that performs current-depen 
dent gray Scale control. Even in this case, since inter-gate 
source voltages of the MISFETs constituting the individual 
D/A converters are maintained identical to one another, 
output currents thereof can be caused to be constant. This 
output circuit for gray Scale control can be used as, for 
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example, a driver of an organic EL panel, a driver of an 
inorganic EL panel, or a head of a LED printer. Regarding 
the current driving output circuit for gray Scale control, a 
description will be provided later in detail. 

Embodiment 3 

0144. An output circuit for gray scale control according 
to a third embodiment of the present invention is configured 
by combining the output circuit for gray scale controls 
according to the first embodiment and the second embodi 
ment. 

0145 FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram showing the configu 
ration of the Voltage driving output circuit for gray Scale 
control according to the third embodiment of the present 
invention. The same symbols as those shown in FIG. 1 and 
FIGS. 2A and 2B are used for the same devices and circuits 
as those in the first and second embodiments. 

0146). As shown in FIG. 3, the output circuit for gray 
scale control according to the present embodiment includes 
a power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12; N gray scale control 
units 1 that are each connected to the power-supply Voltage 
supply unit 12 and that each include a differential circuit 7. 
a voltage selection switch 20, an output buffer unit 8, and an 
output unit 16; a first current supply unit 10a that is 
connected to the ground and that Supplies a predetermined 
current; a P-channel MISFET, namely, a first MISFET 11, 
that is provided between the first current supply unit 10a and 
the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 and that has drain 
and gate electrodes mutually coupled; a first node 23 and a 
second node 24 that are provided between the first MISFET 
11 and the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12; a second 
current Supply unit 31 for Supplying a predetermined cur 
rent; a P-channel MIS transistor, namely, a MISFET for 
tilted-bias 30 that has a source connected to the second 
current Supply unit 31 and that has drain and gate electrodes 
mutually coupled; a gate bias Supply line 15 that mutually 
connects the gate electrode of the first MISFET 11 and the 
gate electrode of the MISFET for tilted-bias 30; a voltage 
supply line 24a for a differential circuit that mutually 
connects the second node 24 and the source of the MISFET 
for tilted-bias 30; a second power-supply voltage supply 
node 26 that is provided to the voltage supply line 24a for 
a differential circuit and that is connected to each of the 
differential circuits 7: a second resister 22 provided between 
the second node 24 and the second power-supply Voltage 
Supply node 26 and between the second power-supply 
Voltage Supply nodes; a Voltage Supply line 23a for an output 
unit that connects between the first node 23 and an N-th third 
MISFET 3: a first power-supply voltage supply node 25 
that is provided to the voltage supply line 23a for an output 
unit and that is connected to each of the output buffer units 
8; and resisters 21 individually provided between the first 
node 23 and the first power-supply voltage supply node 25 
and between the first power-supply voltage supply nodes 25. 
The configuration of the gray Scale control unit 1 is the same 
as that in the first embodiment. 

0147 In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, the wire is separated into the 
wire for Supplying the power-supply Voltage to the differ 
ential circuits 7 and the wire for Supplying the power-supply 
voltage to the output buffer units 8. This enables reductions 
in Voltage drops occurring in the first power-supply Voltage 
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Supply node 25 and the second power-supply Voltage Supply 
node 26 of each gray Scale control unit 1 provided in a 
position away from the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12. 

0.148. In addition, in the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the present embodiment, the potential 
gradient is formed with the gate bias supply line 15. This 
enables reductions in variations occurring depending on the 
positions of the inter-gate-source Voltages Vs and Vcs of 
each of the Second MISFETs 2 and the third MISFETs 3. 

0149. As such, in the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the present embodiment, regardless of the 
position of the gray scale control unit 1, the slew rate of the 
operational amplifier 6 can be caused to be constant with 
even higher accuracy according to synergetic effects of the 
two configurations described above, and the charging time 
for the loads can be caused to be constant. Consequently, 
display variations occurring on a liquid-crystal panel or an 
organic EL panel that use the Voltage-write scheme can be 
reduced by using the output circuit for gray Scale control 
according to the present embodiment. 

Embodiment 4 

0150. The output circuits for gray scale control according 
to the first to third embodiments are individually set so that 
the power-supply voltage is distributed to the second MIS 
FETs 2 from the power-supply voltage supply unit 12 via the 
common voltage supply line (which hereinafter will be 
referred to as a “voltage distribution scheme'), and the 
individual inter-gate-source Voltages Vs are approxi 
mately constant. 
0151. In comparison, an output circuit for gray scale 
control is such that a reception-side current mirror circuit 43 
is provided on the side a MISFET for tilted-bias 30 provided 
in a position away from a power-supply voltage Supply unit 
12, whereby a current having the same magnitude as a 
current supplied from a first current supply unit 10a is 
distributed to the side of the MISFET for tilted-bias 30 
according to inter-current-mirror current distribution. Here 
inafter, this scheme will be referred to as a "current delivery 
scheme'. 

0152 FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram showing the configu 
ration of the output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the present embodiment. The same symbols as those 
shown in FIG. 1 and FIGS. 2A and 2B are used for the same 
devices and circuits as those in the third embodiment. 

0153. As shown in the figure, the output circuit for gray 
scale control according to the present embodiment includes 
a power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12; N gray scale control 
units 1 that are each connected to the power-supply Voltage 
supply unit 12 and that each include a differential circuit 7. 
a voltage selection switch 20, an output buffer unit 8, and an 
output unit 16; a first current supply unit 10a connected to 
the ground; a P-channel MISFET, namely, a first MISFET 
11, that is forwardly provided between the first current 
Supply unit 10a and the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 
and that has drain and gate electrodes mutually coupled; a 
first node 23 and a second node 24 that are provided between 
the first MISFET 11 and the power-supply voltage supply 
unit; the reception-side current mirror circuit 43 constituted 
of a first mirror MISFET 43a and a second mirror MISFET 
43b that are both N-channel MISFETs and that individually 
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have gate electrodes mutually coupled; a fourth P-channel 
MISFET 41 that has a drain connected to the first mirror 
MISFET 43a, a gate electrode connected to the gate elec 
trode of the first MISFET 11, and a source connected to the 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 and that constitutes a 
transmission-side current mirror together with the first MIS 
FET 11; a P-channel MIS transistor, namely, a MISFET for 
tilted-bias 30 that has a source connected to the second 
mirror MISFET 43b and that has drain and gate electrodes 
mutually coupled; a gate bias Supply line 15 that mutually 
connects the gate electrode of the first MISFET 11 and the 
gate electrode of the MISFET for tilted-bias 30; a voltage 
supply line 24a for a differential circuit that mutually 
connects the second node 24 and the source of the MISFET 
for tilted-bias 30; a second power-supply voltage supply 
node 26 that is provided to the voltage supply line 24a for 
a differential circuit and that is connected to each of the 
differential circuits 7: a second resister 22 provided between 
the second node 24 and the second power-supply Voltage 
Supply node 26 and between the second power-supply 
Voltage Supply nodes; a Voltage Supply line 23a for an output 
unit that connects between the first node 23 and an N-th third 
MISFET 3: a first power-supply voltage supply node 25 
that is provided to the voltage supply line 23a for an output 
unit and that is connected to each of the output buffer units 
8; and resisters 21 individually provided between the first 
node 23 and the first power-supply voltage supply node 25 
and between the first power-supply voltage supply nodes 25. 
The configuration of the gray scale control unit 1 is the same 
as that in the third embodiment. 

0154) The output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the present embodiment is such that the reception-side 
current mirror circuit 43 and the fourth MISFET 41 that 
distributes the current supplied from the first current supply 
unit 10a are provided as the second current supply unit 31 
of the output circuit for gray scale control according to the 
third embodiment. 

0.155) In this case, the first MISFET 11 and the fourth 
MISFET 41 that constitute the current mirror mutually have 
same device configurations and electric characteristics; and 
similarly, the first mirror MISFET 43a and the second mirror 
MISFET 43b mutually have same device configurations and 
electric characteristics. In addition, in the output circuit for 
gray scale control according to the present embodiment, the 
first MISFET 11, the fourth MISFET 41, the first mirror 
MISFET 43a, and the second mirror MISFET 43b each 
operates in a saturated region. As such, the current Supplied 
from the first current supply unit 10a is equalized with the 
current flowing through the second mirror MISFET 43b with 
high accuracy. 

0156 Further, since constant currents can be supplied 
from the single bias circuit to remote circuits, an increase in 
the circuit area can be prevented. 

0157. Furthermore, according to the current delivery 
scheme, the current can be distributed without being influ 
enced by resistor-causing Voltage drops. Accordingly, high 
accuracy homogenization can be implemented for power 
supply voltages supplied to second MISFETs 2 (or 
differential circuits 7) provided in a position away from the 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 (position remote at 
approximately several millimeters) and the power-supply 
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voltage supplied to a second MISFET (or a differential 
circuit 7) provided in a position close to the power-supply 
Voltage Supply unit 12. 
0158. In consequence, in the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the present embodiment, regardless of 
the distance from the power-supply Voltage Supply unit the 
inter-gate-source Voltage Vs of each of the second MIS 
FETs 2 is approximately constant, and also the slew rate of 
each of the operational amplifiers 6 can be caused be caused 
to be approximately constant. Consequently, display varia 
tions occurring on a liquid-crystal panel or an organic EL 
panel that use the Voltage-write scheme can be reduced by 
using the output circuit for gray scale control according to 
the present embodiment. 
0159. In the present embodiment, while the example of 
combining the Voltage distribution scheme and the current 
delivery scheme has been described, the current mirror 
circuits may be provided in individual portions between the 
second MISFETs 2 to enable the current to be distributed to 
all the second MISFETs 2 according to the current delivery 
scheme. In this case, however, since the area is increased, it 
is preferable in practice that the power-supply Voltage be 
distributed to second MISFETs 2 positioned relatively closer 
to the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 according to the 
voltage distribution scheme, and that the current be distrib 
uted to second MISFETs 2 positioned relatively farther from 
the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 according to the 
current delivery scheme. 

Embodiment 5 

0.160) As a fifth embodiment of the present invention, an 
example of a current driving output circuit for gray scale 
control to which the configurations of the Voltage driving 
output circuit for gray scale control described in the first to 
fourth embodiments are applied will be described hereinaf 
ter. 

0.161 FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram showing the configu 
ration of an output circuit (current driver) for gray scale 
control according to a fifth embodiment of the present 
invention; and FIG. 6 is a view showing a detailed configu 
ration of the gray scale control circuit 51 shown in FIG. 5. 
0162. As shown in FIG. 5, the output circuit for gray 
scale control according to the present embodiment includes 
a power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12; N gray scale control 
circuits 51 that are each connected to the power-supply 
Voltage Supply unit 12 and that each function as a current 
adding-type D/A converter; a first current supply unit 10a 
connected to the ground; a P-channel MISFET, namely, a 
first MISFET 11, that is provided between the first current 
Supply unit 10a and the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12 
and that has drain and gate electrodes mutually coupled; a 
first node 18 provided between the first MISFET 11 and the 
power-supply Voltage Supply unit 12; a reception-side cur 
rent mirror circuit 43 configured of a first mirror MISFET 
43a and a second mirror MISFET 43b that are both N-chan 
nel MISFETs and that individually have gate electrodes 
mutually coupled; a fourth P-channel MISFET 41 that has a 
drain connected to the first mirror MISFET 43a, a gate 
electrode connected to the gate electrode of the first MISFET 
11, and a source connected to the power-supply Voltage 
Supply unit 12 and that constitutes a transmission-side 
current mirror together with the first MISFET 11; a P-chan 
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nel MIS transistor, namely, a MISFET for tilted-bias 30 that 
has a source connected to the second mirror MISFET 43b 
and that has drain and gate electrodes mutually coupled; a 
gate bias Supply line 15 that mutually connects the gate 
electrode of the first MISFET11 and the gate electrode of the 
MISFET for tilted-bias 30; a power-supply voltage supply 
wire 4 for Supplying the power-supply Voltage to the indi 
vidual output circuits for gray scale control 51; a power 
supply voltage supply node 17 that is provided to the 
power-supply Voltage Supply wire 4 and that is connected to 
the individual output circuits for gray scale control 51; and 
resistors 13 individually provided between the power-supply 
Voltage Supply nodes 17 and between the power-supply 
voltage supply node 17 and the first node 18. 

0163. In addition, as shown in FIG. 6, the gray scale 
control circuit 51 includes a plurality of current-adding 
current mirror units 52 having Sources connected to the 
power-supply Voltage Supply node 17 and parallel connected 
to one another; selecting switches 53 that are individually 
provided on the sides of drains of the current-adding current 
mirror units 52 and that individually have output sides 
coupled to one another; and an output unit 54 for Supplying 
an output current. 

0164. In addition, the current-adding current mirror units 
52 are constituted of P-channel MISFETs parallel connected 
to one another, and in the case of the 6-bit gray scale (64 
gray Scales), they are individually constituted of 1, 2, 4, 8, 
16, and 32 P-channel MISFETs. The selecting switch 53 
includes a transfer gate unit 49 formed of an N-channel 
MISFET and a P-channel MISFET, and an inverter 50 of 
which an outputside is connected to the N-channel MISFET. 
The individual selecting switches 53 are sequentially con 
trolled in terms of ON/OFF operations in accordance with 
digital data Lo, L., . . . . and Ls. The MISFETs constituting 
the current-adding current mirror units 52 are mutually 
homogenized in electric characteristics; therefore, when the 
selecting switch 53 is ON, currents that are identical to one 
another flow to the individual P-channel MISFETs of the 
current-adding current mirror unit 52. 
0165 According to this configuration, in the output cir 
cuit for gray scale control according to the present embodi 
ment, currents of 64 different magnitudes can be supplied 
from the output unit 54. In addition, as described in the 
fourth embodiment, variations in the current amounts output 
from the output unit 54 are reduced between the output 
circuits for gray scale control 51. As such, with the output 
circuit for gray scale control according to the present 
embodiment, gray Scale control can be implemented for a 
panel using current-driven light emitting devices, such as 
organic EL devices, inorganic EL devices, or LEDs, and 
concurrently, Suppression of display variations can be imple 
mented. Further, a printer producing less print variations can 
be realized by using the output circuit for gray Scale control 
according to the present embodiment for a head of the 
printer using the aforementioned light emitting devices. 

0166 Further, in the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the present embodiment, since operational 
amplifiers requiring a relatively large area need not be 
provided, the chip size can be reduced to be smaller in 
comparison to the current driving output circuit for gray 
scale control or Voltage driving output circuit for gray scale 
control of the type using operational amplifiers. 
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0.167 In the above description, the example of the output 
circuit for gray scale control for implementing 64 gray 
scales is shown. In order to implement a gray scale display 
of n bits (Mgray scales; M=2"), it is sufficient to provide the 
current-adding current mirror unit 52 including M/2 pieces 
of MISFETs to one gray scale control circuit 51. In this case, 
M represents a positive even number. For example, a gray 
scale display of 128 gray scales can be implemented by 
further providing the current-adding current mirror unit 52 
including 64 P-channel MISFETs to the gray scale control 
circuit 51 of the present embodiment. 
0.168. In the present embodiment, the gray scale display 

is implemented according to the number of the MISFETs 
used in the current-adding current mirror unit 52. However, 
the arrangement may be such that one MISFET is used in 
units of the number of bits, and the values of gate width 
(W)/gate length (L) thereof are set to 1, 2, 4, . . . . and 32. 
However, the accuracy of the output current is higher when 
the gray scale control is performed in accordance with the 
number of MISFETs. 

0169. Thus, in the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the present embodiment, an organic EL panel 
producing less luminance variations can be implemented by 
providing the current adding-type D/A converters in place of 
the gray Scale control units 1 of the output circuit for gray 
scale control described in each of the first to fourth embodi 
mentS. 

0170 In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, N-channel MISFETs may be 
used as the MISFETs constituting the current-adding current 
mirror unit 52. 

0171 In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, in a case where the gray scale 
control units 1 used in the second embodiment is provided 
to replace the gray scale control circuits 51, the circuit 
becomes a Voltage driver usable for a display panel or the 
like. 

Embodiment 6 

0172 An output circuit for gray scale control according 
to a sixth embodiment of the present invention is a current 
driver having four features described hereunder. 
0173 A first feature is that multistage current mirror units 
are provided, and inter-output-current inhomogeneities are 
thereby reduced. 
0.174. A second feature is that means is provided to 
compensate for the difference between of luminance control 
imparted to a display apparatus and luminance characteris 
tics actually displayed. 

0.175. A third feature is that a selective precharge circuit 
(not shown) for Supporting precharging of a parasitic capaci 
tance occurring in signal lines of the display apparatus and 
a selective precharge control circuit 62 are provided. 
0176). A fourth feature is that a current increment control 
circuit 61 for incrementing the output current is provided. 
0.177 FIG. 9 is a block circuit diagram showing the 
configuration of a current-drive-scheme employed display 
apparatus using an output circuit for gray Scale control 
according to a sixth embodiment of the present invention. 
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0178 As shown in the figure, the output circuit for gray 
scale control according to the present embodiment includes 
a low-side current output unit 59 for controlling 1 to 4, 8, and 
16 gray scales; a low-side current mirror unit 55 for Sup 
plying a reference Voltage Vist1 to the low-side gray Scale 
control circuit 59; and a high-side current output unit; and in 
addition, it includes a high-side gray scale control circuit 60 
for controlling 4, 8, and 16 to 64 gray Scales; a current 
increment control circuit 61 connected to an output unit 64; 
a high-side current mirror unit 56 for individually supplying 
a reference Voltage V st2 to the high-side gray scale control 
circuit 60 and the current increment control circuit 61; and 
the selective precharge control circuit 62 connected to a 
display-side source signal line 58. 

0179 Although not shown in FIG.9, the low-side current 
mirror unit 55 and the high-side current mirror unit 56 each 
have a 3-stage configuration having 176 outputs. The first 
stage of the low-side current mirror unit 55 and a first stage 
(parent current source) are coupled to external resistors 63a 
and 63b, respectively. 

0180 Further, a current created by addition of an output 
current from the current increment control circuit 61 to 
output currents from the low-side current output unit and the 
low-side current output unit is Supplied to the display panel 
side. 

0181. Hereinafter, the features of the output circuit for 
gray scale control according to the present embodiment will 
be described. However, the incrementing circuit will be 
described later in the embodiment discussed below. 

Multistage Current Mirror Units 

0182 To maintain constant-current characteristics of the 
current mirror circuit, the number of the mirror transistors 
connected to the common Voltage Supply line needs to be 
limited (voltage distribution scheme). This is because with 
an increased number of the mirror transistors, the Voltage 
drop influence in the Voltage Supply line is increased, as 
already described above. 
0183. On the other hand, the current driving output 
circuit for gray scale control includes many outputs similarly 
to the Voltage driving output circuit for gray scale control. 
The number of outputs in the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the present embodiment is 176 for each 
of the colors R (red), G (green) and B (blue); that is, 528 in 
total. When Supplying the power-supply Voltage from the 
common Voltage Supply line to a current mirror correspond 
ing to the 176 outputs, an inter-output-current inhomogene 
ities can unexpectedly occur. As such, the current delivery 
scheme that interconnects current mirrors is employed. In 
this case, however, since current consumption increases 
when the number of current distributions is increased, there 
occurs a tradeoff with the product performance. For this 
reason, the present inventors have employed a multistage 
structure for the current mirror unit by using the current 
delivery together with and the voltage distribution scheme. 
0184 FIG. 7 is a view showing a multistage current 
mirror unit in a case where a three-stage current source is 
employed. 

0185. As shown in the figure, a current value of a first 
stage current mirror (parent current source 55a) is copied by 
a current mirror circuit into 16 second stage current mirrors 
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(child current sources 55b). Also, a current value of the child 
current source 55b is copied by the current mirror into 11 
third stage current mirrors (grandchild current sources 55c). 
Thus, currents of mutually same magnitudes are distributed 
to MISFETs constituting the current mirror. According to the 
configuration described above, the current value of the 
parent current source 55a is transferred to 176 (16x11=176) 
grandchild current sources 55c. According to this configu 
ration of the current mirror unit, variations in the output 
current value from the parent current source 55a can be 
reduced to be less than in the case where the current value 
of the parent current source 55a is directly transferred to the 
176 grandchild current sources 55c. As such, display varia 
tions can be reduced in the case where the multistage current 
mirror is used in, for example, an organic EL display. 

0186. Since the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the present embodiment includes the multistage 
current mirror units each having the 3-stage configuration, 
variations in the reference voltages Vst1 and Vist2 to be 
inputted to the individual low-side gray Scale control circuits 
59 are reduced. Accordingly, also variations in output cur 
rents from the individual low-side current output unit and 
high-side current output units are reduced. 

0187. The number of stages of the current mirror unit 
may be three or lager, and the number of the outputs may be 
appropriately changed. 

Approaches to Y Correction 

0188 The luminance of a light emitting device used for 
a display is not always increased proportionally to an 
applied voltage. The increase ratio of the current to the 
luminance is higher when the applied Voltage is larger than 
when the applied Voltage is Small. This is called Y charac 
teristics, which can be observed also in liquid crystal. 

0189 FIG. 8 is a view showing gray scale level-output 
current characteristics of currents output by the current 
driving output circuit for gray scale control. 

0190. In the current driving output circuit for gray scale 
control, since the gray scale is controlled through the com 
bination of unit current sources using the current mirrors, 
when one current mirror for performing the gray scale 
control is used, a gray scale level vs. output current power 
graph is formed linear. As such, a case can occur in which 
the luminance of the light emitting device deviates from the 
Setting. 

0191 In order to solve the problem, the present inventors 
arranged the configuration Such that current mirror units and 
gray scale control circuits of the output circuit for gray scale 
control for use with a display apparatus is separated into the 
two sides, namely, the low side and the high side, in which 
the current is output only from the low-side current output 
unit when the output current is Small, and the current from 
the high-side current output unit is added to the current 
output from the low-side current output unit. 

0.192 In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, the output current from the 
low-side gray scale control circuit 59 which is capable of 
independently controlling the gray scale in a range of 1 to 16 
levels is output at all times from the output unit 64, whereas 
the output current from the high-side gray scale control 
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circuit 60 which is capable of controlling 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 
gray scales is output from the output unit 64 only when 16 
gray scales are exceeded. 
0193 Consequently, as shown by arrows in FIG. 8, the 
characteristics of the output current is controlled to be close 
to the Y characteristics of the light emitting device. In the 
example of the present embodiment, tilts of the gray scale 
level vs. output current power graphs are 10 nA/gray scale 
in the region of 16 or less gray Scales and 40 nA/gray scale 
in the region of more than 16 and up to 64 gray scales. 
0194 On/off operations of switch circuits in the low-side 
gray scale control circuit 59 and the high-side gray scale 
control circuit 60 are controlled by Y correction control 
signals G01 to G1 and video data D0 to D5 that are applied 
via a data conversion circuit and a two-stage latch. 
0.195 The above enables gray scale control to be imple 
mented in compliance with settings in the case where the 
output circuit for gray Scale control according to the present 
embodiment is used for the organic EL panel or the like. 
0196. The output circuit for gray scale control for which 
the above-described measures for the Y correction are taken 
can be used for display apparatuses using not only organic 
EL devices but also light emitting devices such as inorganic 
EL devices and LEDs. Further, the circuit can be used for 
printer heads using these light emitting devices. 
0197) While FIG. 9 shows the example of the current 
driving output circuit for gray scale control only for a single 
color, light emitting device Such as organic EL devices, 
inorganic EL devices, and LEDs have different Y character 
istics depending on the R, G, and B colors. As such, it is 
preferably that multistage current mirror units having dif 
ferent output characteristics for the individual R, G, and B 
colors are provided. 
0198 In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, the gray Scale-output current 
characteristics are controlled to be close to the Y character 
istics by combining current mirror units having linear char 
acteristics different from each other. An approximation with 
even higher accuracy can be realized by combining three or 
more sets of the multistage current mirrors and gray Scale 
control circuits. 

Selective Precharge Control Circuit 
0199 As shown in FIG. 24, in the organic EL panel, 
many P-channel TFTs formed of, for example, low-tempera 
ture polysilicon, are arrayed. In this panel, when the Voltage 
Vo taken from the panel into the side of the output circuit for 
gray scale control is increased, a large current flows also to 
the TFT and the organic EL device; therefore, the luminance 
of the organic EL device increases. At this time, a white 
color is displayed. 

0200. In contrast, when the drain voltage is increased, 
since the current decreases, a black color is displayed. At this 
time, to increase the drain Voltage, the potential of the Source 
signal line 58 needs to be increased up to the vicinity of the 
potential of the panel. 

0201 However, the panel signal line has a large parasitic 
capacitance, and the parasitic capacitance needs to be 
charged to perform the black display. However, the mobility 
of the low-temperature polysilicon is one decimal place 
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lower than that of silicon crystal, and the current capacity is 
Small, thereby making it difficult to perform a quick black 
display. 

0202 Although increasing the W/L ratio of the TFT 
enables the current capacity to be improved, since the TFT 
in the pixel is disposed over the display pixel, when the W/L 
ratio is increased, a defect occurs in that the display apature 
ratio is reduced. 

0203 To solve the above, as a result of researches, the 
present inventors determined Such that precharging is per 
formed from the driving circuit side. That is, the selective 
precharge circuit and the selective precharge control circuit 
are provided in the output circuit for gray scale control to 
Support the current capacity of the low-temperature poly 
silicon. 

0204 FIG. 10 is circuit diagram showing examples of 
the selective precharge circuit and the selective precharge 
control circuit in the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the present embodiment. 

0205 As shown in the aforementioned figure, a selective 
precharge circuit 62a according to the present embodiment 
includes a transfer gate 70 constituted of an N-channel 
MISFET 70a and a P-channel MISFET 70b and an inverter 
71 having an output unit coupled to a gate electrode of the 
N-channel MISFET 70a and an input unit coupled to a gate 
electrode of the P-channel MISFET 70b. The Source of the 
transfer gate 70 is connected to a power-supply voltage 
Supply unit provided to Supply a power-supply Voltage PV. 
and the drain thereof is connected to the output unit of the 
gray Scale control circuit via a current output node 77. 
0206. The selective precharge control circuit 62 includes, 
for example, a NOR circuit 74, an OR circuit 75, and a 
NAND circuit 76 that outputs a signal for controlling the 
selective precharge circuit 62a. The selective precharge 
circuit and the selective precharge control circuit are inte 
grated into a chip as a part of the output circuit for gray scale 
control. 

0207. The selective precharge circuit 62a of the present 
embodiment is controlled for timing. It is controlled by the 
selective precharge control circuit 62 such that, when video 
data is in a range of, for example, 0 to 7, which is close to 
a black level, a voltage corresponding to the black level is 
output only in a predetermined initial time of one horizontal 
time. Thereby, when the video data is close to the black 
level, the parasitic capacitance of the source signal line 58 
is precharged, thereby enabling quality of the black display 
can be improved. 

0208. In other time, since the transfer gate 70 is con 
trolled to be off, the parasitic capacitance is not charged. 

0209. In addition, in the configuration using the selective 
precharge control circuit 62 and the selective precharge 
circuit 62a, when video data close to the black level is input, 
the precharging time can be selectively controlled. As such, 
redundant current consumption can be reduced, particularly, 
in a panel having a parasitic capacitance is relatively small. 

0210. The output circuit for gray scale control including 
the selective precharge control circuit 62 and the selective 
precharge circuit 62a can preferably be used to also control 
a panel including TFTs using amorphous silicon. 
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0211 The above-described functions of the selective pre 
charge control circuit 62 and the selective precharge circuit 
62a are implemented regardless of the presence/absence of 
for example, the low-side current mirror unit 55, the high 
side current mirror unit 56, and/or the Y correction means. 
Further, the selective precharge control circuit 62 and the 
selective precharge circuit 62a are effective also for display 
apparatuses using light emitting device other than organic 
EL devices. 

0212. In the output circuit for gray scale control accord 
ing to the present embodiment, even without the current 
increment control circuit 61, the selective precharge control 
circuit 62, and the selective precharge circuit 62a being 
provided, display variations of a display apparatus can be 
reduced with higher efficiency, compared to the conven 
tional output circuit for gray scale control. However, the 
provision of the circuits described above enables image 
display with even higher accuracy. 

Embodiment 7 

0213 As a seventh embodiment of the present invention, 
a description will be provided hereinafter regarding an 
output circuit for gray scale control (current driver) that has 
the same configuration as the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the sixth embodiment and that is 
improved for the layout. 
0214 FIG. 11 is a view showing a reference example of 
the layout of the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the sixth embodiment of the present invention. 
FIG. 12 is a view showing a layout of the output circuit for 
gray Scale control according to the seventh embodiment of 
the present invention. Either FIG. 11 or FIG. 12 shows the 
example of the layout using double-layer wires. 
0215. An ordinary display-apparatus driver has a width of 
several millimeters. In this case, it is essential to reduce the 
circuit area in order to reduce the size of the peripheral side 
section of the panel for implementation of the reduction in 
the panel size. The present inventors conducted researches to 
improve the layout of the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the sixth embodiment. 
0216) In the output circuits for gray scale control shown 
in FIG. 11 and FIG. 2, 16 pairs of a child (second stage) 
current source LCCS of the low-side current mirror unit and 
a child current source HCCS of the high-side current mirror 
unit are horizontally aligned in the order of uses for the R 
(red), G (green), and B (blue) colors. From each of the child 
current sources LCCS of the low-side current mirror unit, 11 
wires extend toward low-side current output circuits LDRV: 
and from each of the child current sources HCCS of the 
high-side current mirror unit, 11 wires extend toward high 
side current output circuits HDRV. In addition, wires extend 
toward output control circuits OCTL from each of the 
low-side current output circuits LDRV and high-side current 
output circuits HDRV. 
0217. The low-side current output circuit LDRV includes 
the grandchild current sources and the low-side gray Scale 
control circuit 59 of the low-side current mirror unit 55 
shown in FIG. 9; and the high-side current output circuit 
HDRV includes the grandchild current sources and the 
high-side gray scale control circuit 60 of the high-side 
current mirror unit 56 shown in FIG. 9. Further, the output 
control circuit OCTL includes, for example, the output unit 
64 and the selective precharge control circuit 62. 
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0218. As shown in FIG. 11, in the reference layout 
example, the low-side current output circuits LDRV, the 
high-side current output circuits HDRV, and the output 
control circuits OCTL are disposed in the order of R, G, B, 
R, G, B, ... from the left side of the figure. According to this 
layout, as shown by right-side bold lines in FIG. 11, while 
there occur relatively short wires, there also occur very long 
wires. In addition, it can be known that the wires are 
intricately disposed with many crossovers therebetween. 
0219. In comparison, as shown in FIG. 12, in the layout 
according to the present embodiment, current output circuits 
and output control circuits connected to one pair of a 
R-dedicated child current source LCCS of a low-side current 
mirror unit and a child current source HCCS of a high-side 
current mirror unit are collectively disposed. In addition, 
high-side current output circuits HDRV and output control 
circuits OCTL are arrayed in a matrix, in which the low-side 
current output circuits are aligned along the first line, the 
high-side current output circuits HDRV are aligned along the 
second line, and the output control circuits OCTL are 
aligned along the third line. 
0220 According to the layout described above, very long 
wires as in the reference example shown in FIG. 11 can be 
avoided, and also crossovers between wires as shown 
therein can be reduced. Consequently, wire regions between 
the current mirror unit and the output control unit can be 
reduced. 

0221 Although only the R-dedicated members are shown 
in FIG. 12, arrays of grouped G-dedicated members and 
grouped B-dedicated members are continued in the lateral 
direction of the region shown in the figure. 
0222 FIG. 13 is a wiring diagram showing an output 
wiring region of the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the present embodiment. 
0223) As shown in the figure, in the case where the layout 
according to the present embodiment is applied, while 
wiring portions from the current mirror unit to the output 
control unit are reduced, wiring portions from output units 
(IOUT1 to IOUT11) of the output control circuits OCTL to 
output terminals for connection to the display panel become 
longer in comparison to the case of the above-described 
reference example. 
0224 Nevertheless, however, in the output circuit for 
gray scale control according to the present embodiment, 
while the current mirror units and the output control units are 
arranged to correspond in a relationship of 2:1, the output 
control units and the display panel are arranged to corre 
spond in a relationship of 1:1. Hence, simplifying the wiring 
from the current mirror units to the output control units is a 
better choice and effective in view of the effectiveness of 
reducing the areas of wiring regions. 
0225. As such, according to the layout of the output 
circuit for gray scale control according to the present 
embodiment, when providing three or more current output 
circuits to perform the Y correction, the areas of wiring 
regions can be reduced even more effectively. 
0226. In the present embodiment, description has been 
given with reference to the example in which the total 
number of outputs is (176x3=528) per chip for R, G, and B. 
However, the layout according to the present embodiment 
may be applied to an output circuit for gray scale control 
with a different number of outputs. 
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0227. In a case where the output circuit for gray scale 
control is used as a color-printer head, pixels to be driven 
may be required to be used for four or more colors. Even in 
this case, using of the layout according to the present 
embodiment enables a significant increase in the wiring area 
to be prevented. 

Embodiment 8 

0228. As an eighth embodiment of the present invention, 
an example in which the gray scale control circuit 51 
discussed in the fifth embodiment is improved for the layout 
will be described hereunder. The layout is applied as well to 
the low-side gray scale control circuit 59 and the high-side 
gray Scale control circuit according to the sixth embodiment. 
0229 FIGS. 14A and 14B are, respectively, a circuit 
diagram showing a configuration of a gray scale control 
circuit and a view schematically showing a reference 
example of a layout of the output circuit for gray scale 
control. 

0230. As shown in FIG. 14A, the gray scale control 
circuit 51 shown in FIG. 6 is constituted of the plurality of 
current-adding current mirror units 52 formed of P-channel 
MISFETs having same device configurations as one another, 
and the selecting switches 53 of which the number is same 
as that of the current-adding current mirror units 52 and that 
are connected to the individual current-adding current mirror 
units 52. The selecting switches 53 are each constituted of 
the transfer gate unit 49 formed of a P-channel MISFET and 
a N-channel MISFET, and the inverter 50. Outputs from all 
the selecting switches 53 flow to a common output unit 
1OUT via an output wire. 
0231 Since outputs of all the selecting switch 53 are 
concentrated into the output wire, a reduction in impedance 
of the output wire is essential to improve the accuracy of the 
output current. 

0232. In addition, as shown in FIG. 14B, in the reference 
example of the layout of the gray scale control circuit 51, the 
individual members are collectively disposed in a current 
mirror unit 52 (CM), a transfer gate 49 (TG), and an inverter 
50 (IN). This layout offers an advantage in that masks can 
easily be produced in steps such as an impurity diffusion step 
and an etching step for a semiconductor chip into which the 
gray scale control circuits 51 are integrated. 

0233. However, as can be seen in FIG. 14B, the wire 
needs to be redundantly routed to collectively arrange 
devices located in remote positions as viewed in the circuit 
diagram. Since the width of the current driver used for the 
panel is several millimeters, the width of the output wire 
need to be reduced, and hence the output impedance of the 
gray scale control circuit 51 is unexpectedly increased 
because of the presence of the redundant wire routed in the 
direction opposite to the direction of the output wire. 
0234. The present inventors therefore tried to improve the 
circuit layout. 
0235 FIG. 15A is a circuit diagram showing a configu 
ration of a gray scale control circuit, FIG. 15B is a view 
schematically showing a reference example of a layout of 
the gray scale control circuit, and FIG. 15C is a view 
schematically showing a gray scale control circuit according 
to the eighth embodiment. 
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0236. As shown in FIG. 15C, in the layout of the gray 
scale control circuit of the present embodiment, the current 
adding current mirror units 52, the transfer gate units 49 
connected thereto, and the inverters 50 are collectively 
disposed in one set and are disposed in one row. That is, 
when the set of the current-adding current mirror units 52. 
the transfer gate units 49, and the inverters 50 is called a 
'gray scale generation unit', the gray scale generation units 
corresponding to the number of bets are aligned in one row. 

0237 According to the layout of the gray scale control 
circuit of the present embodiment, since the individual 
devices are disposed in accordance with the circuit configu 
ration, a redundant wire as shown in FIG. 15B does not 
occur. Accordingly, the width of the output wire of the gray 
scale control circuit can be increased, and the output imped 
ance of the gray Scale control circuit can be reduced. 

0238. In addition, since redundant wires can be elimi 
nated, and the wiring area can be reduced, the area of the 
chip into which the gray Scale control circuits are integrated 
can be reduced. 

0239). The layout of the gray scale control circuit accord 
ing to the present embodiment may also be applied to a gray 
scale control circuit of the type that performs gray scale 
control by changing the value of the gate width?gate length 
of the MISFETS. 

Embodiment 9 

Current Incrementing Circuit 

0240 Contrast adjustment for controlling the overall 
luminance to vary is employed as a technique for improving 
the display characteristics of the current-drive-scheme 
employed panel using light emitting devices. 

0241. A circuit for implementing the contrast adjustment 
corresponds to the current increment control circuit. Upon 
receipt of incrementing signals K0 to K1, The current 
increment control circuit is used to output currents that are 
output from the high-side gray scale control circuit 60 and 
the low-side gray scale control circuit 59. 
0242 For example, in the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the sixth embodiment, incrementing 
currents from the current increment control circuit are input 
to the output unit 64. In this case, currents output from the 
output unit 64 are incremented for control of the all the gray 
scales. 

0243 However, the output-current incrementation needs 
to be performed for all outputs of the gray scale control 
circuits. Hence, there have been no ways than that the 
current increment control circuit 61 shown in FIG. 9 is 
connected to either the high-side current mirror unit 56 
common to the high-side gray scale control circuit 60 or an 
additionally provided current mirror unit 65 for an increas 
ing circuit. 

0244 FIGS. 16A and 16B are, respectively, a view 
showing current value-gray Scale level characteristics of an 
output circuit for gray scale control shown in FIG. 16B and 
a block circuit diagram showing an example of an output 
circuit for gray scale control. 
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0245. In each of the output circuits for gray scale control 
shown in FIG. 9 and FIG. 16, while effects of the current 
increment control circuit 61 are exhibited, the areas of wires 
and current mirror units are increased. 

Output Circuit for Gray Scale Control According to the 
Present Embodiment 

0246 FIG. 17 is a view showing a current increment 
control circuit in an output circuit for gray Scale control 
according to the ninth embodiment of the present invention. 
0247 The output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the present embodiment is used for, for example, a current 
driver for a display apparatus and a printer head. 
0248. The output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the present embodiment includes a low-side current 
output unit 59 connected to an output unit 64; a low-side 
current mirror unit 55 for supplying a reference voltage Vist1 
to the low-side gray scale control circuit 59; a current 
increment control circuit 66 provided between the low-side 
current mirror unit 55 and the low-side gray scale control 
circuit 59; a high-side gray scale control circuit 60 con 
nected to the output unit 64; a high-side current mirror unit 
56 for supplying a reference voltage V st2 to the high-side 
gray scale control circuit 60; and a selective precharge 
control circuit 62 connected to a display-side Source signal 
line 58. 

0249. As shown in FIG. 17, the current increment control 
circuit 66 is constituted of current mirror units individually 
including one and two current mirrors and Switching circuits 
for individually determining on/offin response to increment 
ing signals K0 to K1. 
0250 Since the current increment control circuit 66 has a 
configuration similar to that of the low-side gray scale 
control circuit 59, the manufacture thereof is easy, and 
current mirror units need not newly be provided. As such, 
the area of the output circuit for gray scale control according 
to the present embodiment can be significantly reduced in 
comparison to the output circuits for gray Scale control 
shown in FIG. 9 and FIG. 16B. 

0251 The current increment control circuit 66 according 
to the present embodiment performs incrementation only for 
the output current of the low-side gray scale control circuit 
59. However, since the output current of the low-side gray 
scale control circuit 59 is output at all times from the output 
unit 64, no defects are caused thereby. In addition, it is more 
important to perform incrementation for currents used to 
control low gray scales than to perform incrementation for 
currents used to control high gray scales. 
0252) Thus, according to the output circuit for gray scale 
control according to the present embodiment, increase in the 
area can be Suppressed, and concurrently, the contrast 
adjustment can easily be implemented by using the current 
increment control circuit. 

Embodiment 10 

0253) As a tenth embodiment, a method for testing each 
of the output circuits for gray Scale control (current drivers) 
that have been described in the embodiments will be 
described hereunder. 

0254 The current per gray scale of the output circuit for 
gray scale control used for the current drive scheme is in a 
range of from 10 na to 20 na, the current value to be tested 
in testing is same thereas. As such, the very small test current 
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output from the output circuit for gray Scale control needs to 
be transferred to a semiconductor tester 79 without being 
attenuated. 

0255 In order to solve the above, the present inventors 
came to consideration that a detected current, which is a very 
Small current, is transferred by converting it to a Voltage. 

0256 FIGS. 18A and 18B are, respectively, a cross 
sectional view showing a probe card for testing the current 
driving output circuit for gray Scale control, according to the 
tenth embodiment of the present invention and a block 
circuit diagram showing a cross section of the probe card. 

0257). As shown in FIGS. 18A and 18B, the probe card 
of the present embodiment includes a substrate 78 of which 
the upper surface is settable to the semiconductor tester 79, 
probes 83 provided on the undersurface of the substrate 78 
and formed of a conductor, high-precision resistors 88 
disposed within 10 cm from the roots of the probes 83 and 
coupled to the probes 83, and wires coupled to the resistors 
88 and provided to pass through the substrate 78. 

0258. In addition, in a wafer to be tested 82, there are 
provided, for example, testing pads 87 (or bumps) and 
internal circuits (not shown) connected to the pads 87. 

0259. The semiconductor tester 79 includes comparators 
that each compare a testing signal output from the wafer to 
be tested 82 with a reference voltage. 
0260 Hereinafter, testing steps using the probe card of 
the present embodiment will now be in brief. 

0261) First, when performing the test, the substrate 78 is 
set to the substrate 78, and the probes 83 are set to contact 
the pads 87. In this state, currents having a predetermined 
value are input from the probes 83 to the pads 87 provided 
in the wafer to be tested 82. 

0262. Subsequently, current signals corresponding to the 
input currents are transferred from the pads 87 to the probes 
83. At this time, as shown in FIG. 18B, the current signals 
are converted by resistors 80 individually disposed very 
close to the probes 83 into voltage signals. The voltage 
signals are transferred to the semiconductor tester 79 via, for 
example, the substrate 78, wires 86, connection wires 85. 
and jigs (not shown). 
0263 Subsequently, the voltage signals input to the semi 
conductor tester 79 are compared with the predetermined 
reference voltage. At this time, if the difference between the 
Voltage signal and the reference Voltage falls within a 
predetermined range, the product is determined to be 
“acceptable'. 

0264 Generally, compared to a current signal, a voltage 
signal is not attenuated easier through transfer paths. Hence, 
with the probe card of the present embodiment, the signals 
from the wafer to be tested can be securely transferred to the 
semiconductor tester 79 in the way that the current signals 
received from the wafer to be tested 82 are converted by the 
resistors 80 into the voltage signals. However, in the probe 
card of the present embodiment, since a signal path passing 
through the resistor 80 has a large impedance, the path is 
preferably provided with a shielding device not to be influ 
enced by disturbance noise. 
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0265. In the probe card of the present embodiment, the 
distance between the probe 83 and the resistor 80 is pref 
erably approximately 10 cm or shorter. This is because the 
current signal may probably be attenuated in the course up 
to the resistor 80 when the distance between the probe 83 
and the resistor 80 is excessively long. 

0266. In addition, the probe card described herein is of a 
type for testing wafers in units of a chip. However, even with 
a probe card for wafer burn-in, a wafer including the output 
circuit for gray scale control can be tested by providing 
high-precision resistors in portions very close to the probes. 

0267. The wafer to be tested is not limited to the one 
including the output circuit for gray scale control, but any 
wafer may be similarly tested with the probe card of the 
present embodiment as long as the wafer is of a type in 
which a circuit including a function of detecting a very small 
current is provided. 

0268 As the resistors 88 disposed in the probe card of the 
present embodiment, integrated resistors may be used. 

Embodiment 11 

0269. In the test using the probe card of the tenth embodi 
ment, when the range of Voltages to be tested is significantly 
variable, a case can occur in which a Voltage value of a 
Voltage signal is out of a detection range of the semicon 
ductor tester 79. To avoid such a case, the present inventors 
made researches for further improving the construction of 
probe card. 

0270 FIG. 19 is a block circuit diagram showing a cross 
section of a probe card according to an eleventh embodiment 
of the present invention. 

0271 The probe card of the present embodiment includes 
a substrate 78; probes 83 provided on the undersurface of the 
substrate 78; high-precision resistors 80 individually dis 
posed very close to the probes 83 on the undersurface of the 
substrate 78 and set to resistance values; comparators 81 that 
are provided on the undersurface of the substrate 78 and that 
each have an output unit coupled to one end of the resistor 
80 and a negative-side input unit coupled to the other end of 
the resistor 80; and wires provided to pass through the 
Substrate 78. In the testing time, a reference Voltage signal 
is supplied from the semiconductor tester 79 to a positive 
side input unit of each of the comparators 81. In this case, 
as operational amplifiers, those having high impedance are 
preferably used. 

0272. The probe card of the present embodiment includes 
the operational amplifiers 81 in each of which the reference 
voltage negatively fed back in the resistor 80 is input to the 
positive-side input unit. Again (output Voltage)/(input Volt 
age) of the negatively fed back Voltage input to the positive 
side input unit of the operational amplifiers 81 is defined by 
a feedback ratio of the resistor 80. Hence, the range of the 
signal voltage can be caused to fall within a detectable range 
of the comparator of the semiconductor tester 79 by chang 
ing the reference Voltage signal corresponding to the mag 
nitude of the input signal Voltage. More specifically, when a 
signal current from the wafer to be tested 82 is small, a low 
reference Voltage signal is input to the positive-side input 
unit of the operational amplifiers 81; and when the signal 
current is large, a high reference Voltage signal is input to the 
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positive-side input unit of the operational amplifiers 81. As 
the operational amplifiers, those having sufficiently high 
impedance are used. 
0273. In this manner, in the probe card of the present 
embodiment, the range of the signal Voltage to be detected 
can be controlled by changing the reference Voltage signal 
corresponding to the magnitude of the signal current from 
the wafer to be tested 82. Thereby, the test can easily be 
performed with high accuracy. 
0274 Since the operational amplifiers 81 to be provided 
to the probe card of the present embodiment lead to a 
problem depending on the sizes thereof, those integrated 
into a chip are preferably used. 

Embodiment 12 

0275. As a twelfth embodiment, a circuitry which is 
provided on a chip and in which a resistor for converting a 
current signal into a Voltage signal is mounted will be 
described hereunder. 

0276 FIGS. 20A and 20B are, respectively, a circuit 
diagram showing a semiconductor chip according to a 
twelfth embodiment of the present invention in normal time 
and a circuit diagram of the semiconductor chip according to 
the twelfth embodiment at testing time. In this case, the 
normal time including a normal operation time and a power 
cut time. 

0277 As shown in FIGS. 20A and 20B, the semicon 
ductor chip of the present embodiment includes an inte 
grated output circuit for gray scale control, a high-precision 
resistor 100 that is set to a resistance value and that is 
coupled to an output unit 107 of the output circuit for gray 
scale control and to a selective precharge circuit 106, diodes 
102 and 103 for protecting internal circuits from an elec 
trostatic discharge (ESD), switching circuits 104 and 105, 
and an external terminal (not shown). 
0278. The semiconductor chip of the present embodiment 
will be described in units of the operation time. 
0279. As shown in FIG. 20A, at the normal time (the 
power cut time and the normal operation time), the Switch 
ing circuit 104 turns off, and the switching circuit 105 
operates to cause the resistor 100 to be connected to the 
external terminal. At this time, the resistor 100 and the 
output circuit for gray scale control is series connected to 
one another. 

0280 Thereby, when a high voltage such as static elec 
tricity is applied from the external terminal, a Voltage drop 
action of the resistor 100 enables the output circuit for gray 
scale control to be protected therefrom. 
0281. On the other hand, as shown in FIG. 20B, at the 
testing time, the Switching circuit 104 turns on, and the 
switching circuit 105 operates to cause the resistor 100 to be 
connected to the ground. 
0282. Thereby, before a measuring current signal is out 
putted from the external terminal, the resistor 100 converts 
the current signal into a Voltage signal. 
0283 As described above, according to the semiconduc 
tor chip of the present embodiment, the resistor 100 is used 
as an ESD protecting resistor in the normal time, and is used 
as a current/voltage conversion resistor in the testing time. 
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Thereby, ESD protection is implemented, and a high-accu 
racy test can be executed. In addition, unlike the case of the 
eleventh embodiment, the provision of the resistor 100 in the 
semiconductor chip avoids the need for eliminates the need 
for providing the resistor to the probe card. As such, even a 
probe card of low-level quality can be used to test the output 
circuit for gray scale control. 
0284. Also in the case of the semiconductor chip of the 
present embodiment, the integrated internal circuit may be a 
circuit outputting a very small current, instead of the output 
circuit for gray scale control. 
0285) Further, the switching circuits 104 and 105 may be 
provided in positions different from those described in the 
present embodiment, and are sufficient if they are capable of 
Switching the connection of the resistor between the testing 
time and the normal time. 

Embodiment 13 

0286 A thirteenth embodiment of the present invention 
relates to a method for testing an output circuit for gray Scale 
control (current driver). 
0287 FIG. 21 is a circuit diagram used to describe the 
method for testing an output circuit for gray scale control, 
according to the thirteenth embodiment of the present inven 
tion. Shown therein as an example output circuit for gray 
scale control is the output circuit for gray scale control 
according to the ninth embodiment shown in FIG. 17. 
0288. In the gray scale control circuit of the present 
invention, the magnitude of an output current from a gray 
scale control circuit is variable depending on the magnitude 
of a current Supplied from a multistage current mirror. In a 
multistage current mirror used in the present embodiment, 
currents having the same value as a current flowing through 
one parent current source is Supplied to 176 gray scale 
control circuits. Accordingly, when the current to be input to 
a multistage current mirror unit is increased, all currents to 
be output from all the gray Scale control circuits connected 
to the multistage current mirror unit are increased. 
0289. In the method for testing the output circuit for gray 
scale control according to the present embodiment, a resistor 
69 having a resistance value lower that of an external resistor 
68 is used. 

0290 At the testing time, the resistor 69 is parallel 
connected with the external resistor 68 to a low-side current 
mirror unit 55. 

0291. At the normal time, using a switching circuit or the 
like, the connection is switched so that the resistor 69 is not 
connected to the low-side current mirror unit 55. 

0292 According to this manner, in the testing time, a 
current larger than that in the normal operation time tem 
porarily flows, and a signal current to be output from the 
output circuit for gray scale control can thereby be increased 
to be, for example, 10 times larger. As a result, in the testing 
time, the influence of insulation resistance leaks due to 
parasitic devices and/or wire members can be reduced. 
0293. In the method for testing according to the present 
embodiment, while the example in which the resistor 69 is 
connected to the low-side current mirror unit 55 is shown, 
the resistor 69 may be connected to the high-side current 
mirror unit 56. 
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Embodiment 14 

0294 As a fourteenth embodiment, an example in which 
latch circuits are provided to inspect output circuits for gray 
scale control will be described hereunder. 

0295 FIG.22 is a block circuit diagram for showing path 
of input signals from the outside in an output circuit for gray 
scale control. 

0296. In a case where the output circuit for gray scale 
control is used as a current driver for a display apparatus, 
display data is input from a data input terminal, is latched 
into a plurality of latch circuits, and is then Supplied to 
individual gray scale control circuits. Specifically, the dis 
play data input from the outside at the normal time is input 
to the gray scale control circuit via, for example, normal 
operating latch circuits 111a and 111b along a path like a 
black line shown in FIG. 22. 

0297. However, when inputting a very small current for 
testing purposes along the above-described path, it takes a 
long test time. For example, when an analog current is input 
to perform a test for variations in gray scale, a huge amount 
of test time is required. 

0298 As such, in order to reduce the test time and to 
thereby improve the testing efficiency, the present inventors 
decided that one common latch circuit 90 for all output units 
existing in the chip into which the gray Scale control circuits 
are integrated is provided to the chip for use only in the 
testing time. 

0299 FIG. 23 is a circuit diagram of a selection circuit 
in a semiconductor chip according to the fourteenth embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

0300. As shown in the figure, the semiconductor chip of 
the present embodiment includes the output circuits for gray 
scale control integrated into the semiconductor chip; a 
normal operating latch circuit 111 provided in units of a bit 
cell of the output circuit for gray Scale control; the common 
latch circuit 90, which is a single circuit provided to the 
semiconductor chip; a selection circuit used to connect any 
one of the normal operating latch circuit 111 and the 
common latch circuit 90 to bit cells of the output circuit for 
gray Scale control. 

0301 A wire extends from the common latch circuit 90 
for connection to all the bit cells; 

0302) In the normal operation time, the switching circuit 
is caused to the off-state so that the common latch circuit 90 
is not connected to the bit cells. 

0303 At the testing time, the selection circuit is set to 
operate so that the common latch circuit 90 are connected to 
all the bit cells. In the present embodiment, an output from 
the common latch circuit 90 is coupled to all 528 outputs of 
the output circuit for gray scale control. 

0304. According to the configuration described above, 
since data need not be latched every time at the testing time, 
the test time can be significantly reduced. 
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1-7. (canceled) 
8. An output circuit for gray scale control, comprising: 
a power-supply Voltage Supply unit; 

a first current Supply unit; 
a power-supply Voltage Supply wire connected to the 

power-supply Voltage Supply unit; 

a first MISFET which is provided between the first current 
Supply unit and the power-supply Voltage Supply unit 
and has a gate electrode connected to the power-supply 
Voltage Supply unit; 

a plurality of gray scale control units each having a 
transistor connected to the power-supply Voltage Sup 
ply wire; 

a second current Supply unit; 
a MISFET for tilted-bias which is connected to the second 

current Supply unit and the power-supply voltage Sup 
ply wire and is of the same conductive type as the first 
MISFET; and 

a bias Supply line which connects between a gate elec 
trode of the first MISFET and a gate electrode of the 
MISFET for tilted-bias, is connected to the power 
Supply Voltage Supply wire, and controls currents flow 
ing to the transistors. 

9. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 8, 
wherein 

the transistors are each a MISFET having a gate electrode 
connected to the bias Supply line. 

10. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 8, 
further comprising 

a second MISFET which is connected to the power-supply 
Voltage Supply unit and constitutes a transmission-side 
current mirror together with the first MISFET, wherein 

the second current Supply unit is a reception-side current 
mirror which is connected to the transmission-side 
current mirror and is constituted of MISFETs of which 
conductive types are same as one another. 

11. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 8, 
wherein 

the plurality of gray scale control units are each a current 
adding-type D/A converter. 

12. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 8, 
wherein 

the plurality of gray scale control units has: 
a plurality of current mirror units mutually parallel 

connected to the power-supply Voltage Supply node to 
represent M gray scales when M is a multiple integer of 
2. 

the same number of selecting Switches connected to the 
current mirror units; and 

a current output unit connected to all the selecting 
Switches, and 

the current mirror unit is constituted of current mirrors 
constituted of the transistors. 
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13. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 12, 
wherein 

the current mirror unit is constituted of 1, 2, . . . , M/2 
pieces of current mirrors having mutually same device 
configurations to control the M gray scales. 

14. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 12, 
wherein 

the transistors are MISFETs having mutually same device 
configurations, and 

an output current from each of the current mirror units is 
adjusted according to a ratio of a gate width of the 
MISFET to a gate length thereof. 

15. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 11, 
wherein 

the gray scale control unit has a plurality of gray scale 
generation units having the current mirror units and 
Selecting Switches having the same numbers of transfer 
gates and inverters connected to the current mirror 
units, and 

the current mirror units and the selecting Switches are 
collectively disposed for each gray scale generation 
unit. 

16. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 8, 
wherein 

the transistors are of the same conductive type and are a 
first transistor and a second transistor constituting a 
current mirror, and 

the gray scale control unit has an output buffer unit having 
the first transistor, and a differential circuit having the 
second transistor. 

17. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 16, 
wherein 

a current flowing through the first transistor at the time of 
driving is larger than a current flowing through the 
second transistor. 

18. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 16, 
wherein 

the gray scale control unit further has a voltage selection 
Switch for Supplying a Voltage for gray Scale control to 
the output buffer unit. 

19. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 18, 
wherein 

the differential circuit has an operational amplifier of 
which an input unit is connected to the Voltage selec 
tion Switch and an output unit is connected to the output 
buffer unit. 

20. An output circuit for gray scale control, comprising: 
a plurality of multistage current mirror units which are 

constituted of plurality of current mirrors, in which the 
same current as a current flowing through a first stage 
of the current mirrors flows to each of three or more 
stages of the current mirrors; and 

a plurality of gray scale control units for receiving refer 
ence Voltages and gray scale signals from each of the 
plurality of multistage current mirror units, and output 
ting gray scale controlling currents different from one 
another. 
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21. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 20, 
further comprising 

an output control unit for receiving the gray Scale con 
trolling signals from the plurality of gray Scale control 
units, and varying combinations of the gray scale 
controlling currents outputted according to the gray 
Scale signals. 

22. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 20, 
wherein 

the plurality of gray Scale control units are separated into 
low-side gray Scale control units capable of controlling 
gray scales in the lowest range and high-side gray scale 
control units capable of controlling gray scales higher 
than those controlled by the low-side gray scale control 
units, among the plurality of gray scale control units, 
and 

the plurality of multistage current mirror units are sepa 
rated into low-side multistage current mirror units 
connected to the low-side gray scale control units and 
high-side multistage current mirror units connected to 
the high-side gray Scale control units. 

23. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 22, 
wherein 

the output control unit controls such that only the gray 
Scale controlling currents from the low-side gray Scale 
control unit are outputted when the number of gray 
Scales is equal to or less than a predetermined value, 
and the gray Scale controlling currents from the high 
side gray Scale control unit are outputted in addition to 
the gray scale controlling currents from the low-side 
gray scale control unit when the number of gray Scales 
exceeds the predetermined value. 

24. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 22, 
wherein 

the low-side multistage current mirror units, the high-side 
multistage current mirror units, the low-side gray Scale 
control units and the high-side gray scale control units 
for at least three colors red, green and blue are inte 
grated into a same chip. 

25. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 24, 
wherein 

the low-side multistage current mirror units and the 
high-side multistage current mirror units are each dis 
posed in a pair to be adjacent to one another and are 
disposed in a predetermined order of colors in a column 
direction, 

the low-side gray scale control units, the high-side gray 
Scale control unit and the output control units are 
disposed substantially in a matrix, and 

the low-side gray scale control unit, the high-side gray 
Scale control unit and the output control unit which are 
connected to the one pair of the low-side multistage 
current mirror unit and the high-side multistage current 
mirror unit are collectively disposed. 

26. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 20, 
wherein 

each of the plurality of gray scale control units includes a 
plurality of gray scale generation units having current 
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mirror units and selecting Switches having the same 
numbers of transfer gates and inverters connected to the 
current mirror units, and 

the current mirror units and the selecting Switches are 
collectively disposed for each gray scale generation 
unit. 

27. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 22, 
further comprising 

a current increment control circuit for outputting to the 
output control unit currents for incrementing the output 
current from the low-side gray Scale control unit and 
the output current from the high-side gray scale control 
unit upon reception of increment control signals and the 
reference Voltage Supplied from the multistage current 
mirrors. 

28. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 22, 
further comprising 

a current increment control circuit for outputting a current 
for incrementing the output current from the low-side 
gray Scale control unit, between the low-side multistage 
current mirror unit and the low-side gray scale control 
unit. 

29. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 28, 
wherein 

the current increment control circuit has a function of 
increasing or reducing a current outputted in correspon 
dence with a gray scale to be controlled. 

30. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 21, 
wherein 

the output control circuit further has: 
a selective precharge circuit for Supplying a Voltage for 

charging an external signal line in accordance with 
Switching control; and 

a selective precharge control circuit for holding the selec 
tive precharge circuit in an on-state for a predetermined 
period of time in accordance with timing control cor 
responding to display data. 

31. An output circuit for gray scale control, comprising: 
an internal circuit which is integrated into a semiconduc 

tor chip and has an output unit for outputting a current 
signal; 

an external terminal provided on the semiconductor chip 
and connected to the output unit; and 

a resistor which is provided on the semiconductor chip, is 
connected to the output unit, and converts the current 
signal into a Voltage signal. 

32. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 31, 
further comprising 

a Switching circuit connected to the resistor, wherein 
the Switching circuit is capable of performing Switching 

operations so that: 
at normal operation time and power cut time, the resistor 

and the internal circuit are mutually series connected to 
the external terminal; and 

at testing time, the resistor is connected to the ground, and 
the resistor and the external terminal are mutually 
parallel connected to the output unit. 
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33. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 31, 
wherein 

the internal circuit has: 

a multistage current mirror unit; and 
a gray scale control unit for outputting gray scale control 

current upon reception of a reference Voltage from the 
multistage current mirror unit. 

34. An output circuit for gray scale control, comprising: 
a plurality of gray scale control units having a plurality of 

bit cells; 
a normal operating latch circuit provided for each bit cell; 
a common latch circuit for Supplying signals to all the bit 

cells; and 
a selection circuit which is provided between the common 

latch circuit and the normal operating latch circuit and 
the bit cell and performs Switching operations such that 
the signal from the normal operating latch circuit is 
transferred to the bit cell at normal operation time, and 
the signal outputted from the common latch circuit is 
transferred to the bit cell at testing time. 

35. The output circuit for gray scale control of claim 34, 
further comprising 

a multistage current mirror unit for Supplying reference 
Voltages in each of the plurality of gray scale control 
units. 

36. A testing apparatus of an output circuit for gray scale 
control, comprising: 

a Substrate having an upper Surface settable to a tester for 
testing wafers; 

probes which are made of a conductor, are provided on an 
undersurface of the Substrate, and receive current sig 
nals from at least from a wafer to be tested; 

resistors disposed on the Substrate in proximity to the 
probes and connected to the probes to convert the 
current signals into Voltage signals; and 
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wires connected to the resistors and provided to pass 
through the substrate. 

37. The testing apparatus of an output circuit for gray 
scale control of claim 36, wherein 

the distance between the probe and the resistor is equal to 
or less than 10 cm. 

38. The testing apparatus of an output circuit for gray 
scale control of claim 36, further comprising 

operational amplifiers connected parallel to the resistors 
with respect to the probe, in which an output unit is 
connected to negative-side input units via the resistors. 

39. The testing apparatus of an output circuit for gray 
scale control of claim 38, wherein 

a reference voltage outputted from the tester is inputted to 
a positive-side input unit of the operational amplifier. 

40. The testing apparatus of an output circuit for gray 
scale control of claim 36, wherein 

the resistors are integrated. 
41. The testing apparatus of an output circuit for gray 

scale control, of claim 38, wherein 
the operational amplifiers are integrated. 
42. A method for testing an output circuit for gray scale 

control comprising reference current Sources connected to 
first resistors mutually parallel connected, and gray scale 
control units which are connected to the reference current 
sources and output currents for gray scale control, the 
method comprising: 

connecting, at testing time, second resisters which are 
provided parallel to the first resisters and have a resis 
tance value lower than that of the first resisters, to the 
reference current sources; and 

turning off, at normal operation time, the connection 
between the second resisters and the reference current 
SOUCS. 


